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Introduction
The Physical Activity Action Resource – K to 7 provides innovative, evidence-based and 
easy to implement physical activities. The provision of inclusive and diverse Daily Physical Activity
(DPA) and Physical Education (PE) opportunities throughout the day contributes to the overall health
and physical literacy of children as well as their ability to engage positively within the school setting.

Being physically active every day can help children:
• increase focus and concentration
• show improved behaviour 
• perform better academically
• develop self-esteem
• have a stronger sense of school connectedness
• improve fundamental movement skills 
• sleep better and have more energy
• fight off sickness and disease
• improve physical and mental health
• build healthy bones, hearts, muscles, and selves…

This resource has been designed to make implementing age-appropriate physical activities fun 
for children and easy for teachers. Curriculum connections, implementation ideas, action tips 
and recommended resources have been provided. The model allows teachers to choose from a
 variety of options to meet their needs and interests. Most activities are suitable for the classroom 
and gymnasium while some utilize multipurpose or outdoor space. 

I was amazed by the variety and number of activities. 
I loved that they were multilingual too.

EDUCATOR, SD #8

Support for Educators
Action Schools! BC recognizes and values the critical role educators play in health promotion in
schools and seeks to support them through the provision of inclusive curriculum-linked teaching
 resources and equipment, complemented by hands-on, relevant workshops facilitated by  Action
Schools! BC Regional Trainers. Teachers and schools are supported annually with complimentary
 refresher professional  development and resources, teacher mentorship opportunities, a website full
of online school-based healthy living resources including DPA Pages!, 1,300 School Playground
 Circuits, and much more.  

I didn't realize there were so many resources 
available to us to implement DPA. Thanks very much!

EDUCATOR, SD #39
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What is Action Schools! BC?
Action Schools! BC is a best practices whole-school model designed to assist elementary and middle
schools in  creating and implementing individualized action plans to promote healthy living while
achieving  academic outcomes and supporting comprehensive school health.

Active, healthy kids are better learners and Action Schools! BC contributes to the overall health and
 physical literacy of  children and youth by integrating daily physical activity, physical education and
healthy eating practices into the school community, with a goal of providing a foundation for life-long
healthy living.

A Framework For Action
Action Schools! BC is a framework for action. Building on best practices and existing resources within the
school community, the creation of a school action plan to promote healthy living integrates the efforts of
teachers, school administrators, families, community practitioners and health professionals to achieve
goals in six Action Zones:  

Makes healthy
choices the easy
choices by  creating
healthy living policy
 supporting safe and

 inclusive school  environments.

Provides an annual 
physical  education 
calendar of ideas and 
best practice  resources
that  support the goals 

of the Ministry of  Education.

Provides innovative 
daily physical activity 
and healthy eating
 activities for the class-
room that complement

physical and health education, and 
build healthy bodies and minds.

Supports a variety 
of  opportunities for
 students, staff and
families to engage in
healthy  living before 

and after school, and during lunch
and recess.

Fosters the development
of partnerships with
 families and community  
practitioners to benefit
from the resources

 available to promote and encourage
healthy living.

Cultivates school spirit 
by encouraging physical
activity, supporting 
healthy  eating choices,
and celebrating the

 benefits of healthy living for the 
whole school.
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Evidence-Based
The Action Schools! BC initiative started in 2004 with a pilot and a comprehensive evidenced-based health
outcome evaluation which proved the model was effective at increasing the physical activity level of  students,
and  contributed to improvements in their bone, heart and muscular health, dietary requirement awareness,
 and  academic performance. In 2009, the implementation study indicated that Action Schools! BC had a
strong positive influence on the practice and delivery of physical activity and healthy eating within
schools. Refer to website for evaluation and research related articles that span 10 years of implementation.

Targeting the Benefits of Healthy Living
Action Schools! BC is a response to concerns about children’s health.  Due to rising rates of childhood 
and adolescent  obesity and type 2 diabetes, there is a need to provide opportunities for children to be
physically active and develop positive eating habits. The Physical Activity Action Resource includes a wide
 variety of activities to contribute to the development of healthy bones, hearts, muscles and selves. 

Strong bones are built during childhood and  adolescence. Jumping,
weight-bearing, and strength training activities build strong skeletons,
and decrease the risk of osteoporotic fractures later in life.

Cardiovascular disease is the second leading cause of death in Canada.
Physical activity can contribute to a healthy lifestyle and decreased risk of
heart disease. Regular participation in active games,  individual  pursuits, and
running or  walking will  contribute to  students’ heart health.  

Muscle strength and flexibility enhance functional  ability and support  
life-long active living. Weight bearing and strength training activities exert
forces on the bones contributing to healthy bone development. Stretching
increases range of motion and contributes to  muscle  development. 

Active, healthy kids are better learners. Movement serves to energize and
activate the body, improve focus and develop the brain. Physical  activities
develop fundamental movement skills and promote positive social
 interactions, increasing students’ competency and self-esteem.

Healthy
BONES

Endurance � Flexibility � Strength

FMS

DPA

Healthy
HEART

Healthy
MUSCLES

Healthy
SELF

Endurance � Flexibility � StrengthDPA

Locomotor � Non-Locomotor � ManipulativeFMS

Endurance � Flexibility � StrengthDPA

Locomotor � Non-Locomotor � ManipulativeFMS

Locomotor � Non-Locomotor � Manipulative

Flexibility � StrengthDPA

Locomotor � Non-Locomotor � ManipulativeFMS
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Contributing to Physical Literacy
Physical Literacy is a concept that is rapidly gaining acceptance around the world.  In Canada, the Canadian
Sport for Life (CS4L) movement is seeking to improve the quality of sport and physical activity while
 promoting physical literacy through the development of fundamental movement skills (p. 9).   

Physical literacy can be described as a disposition in which individuals have: the motivation, 
confidence, physical competence, knowledge and understanding to value and take responsibility 

for maintaining purposeful physical pursuits/activities throughout the lifecourse.
MARGARET WHITEHEAD, 2013

The Action Schools! BC framework contributes to physical literacy by supporting the provision of quality
physical education and daily physical activity that provide positive basic skill learning experiences to

 increase students’ sense of pride and accomplishment,  enhance their confidence and self-esteem, and
 ensure they develop positive attitudes toward active living. The activities outlined in the  Action Schools!
BC resources, and integrated into the professional development workshops, support the facilitation of
 inclusive fundamental movement skill teaching and learning.

Fundamental Movement Skills

Fundamental movement skills (FMS) are gross movement abilities that allow children and youth to move
in  different ways, balance and stabilize their bodies, and use objects in their environment. These skills, such 
as running, jumping, catching and throwing are the building blocks of more  complex movements used 
in recreation and everyday life.

Inclusive Practices

The benefits of being physically active are endless. Thus, it is important to provide the opportunity for
 participants of all abilities and interests to participate and find joy in physical activity. Inclusive practices
recognize the inherent value of each participant; the right to take risks and make mistakes; the need for
 independence and self-determination; and the right to choose.  Positive experiences are important in
 playground activities where participating in outdoor games before, during and after school is a natural
part of socializing and making friends. A reference for adapting playground and low- organizational
 activities for participants with physical and mental disabilities has been included (p. 10).

Fundamental
Movement

Skills

Fundamental
Sport Skills

Physical
Literacy 

Development

Physical Activity
for Health

Sporting
Excellence

Active for Life+ =

Reference: www.canadiansportforlife.ca

FMS
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Physical Literacy is ...
… developing fundamental movement skills

*referred to within Action Schools! BC materials

CANADIAN
SPORT FOR LIFE

Traveling Skills 
Locomotor*

boosting
climbing
eggbeater
galloping
gliding
hopping
ice picking
jumping
leaping
poling
running
sculling
skating
skipping
sliding
swimming
swinging
wheeling

Object Control Skills 
Manipulative*

SENDING:

kicking
punting
rolling (ball)
strike (ball, puck, ring)
throwing

RECEIVING:

catching
stopping
trapping

TRAVELLING WITH:

dribbling 
(feet, hands, stick)

RECEIVING AND SENDING:

striking (bat, stick)
volleyball

Balance Movements 
Non-Locomotor*

balancing/centring
body rolling
dodging
eggbeater
floating
landing
ready position
sinking/falling
spinning
stopping
stretching/curling
swinging
twisting/turning

long-jump
volleyball jump
jump over a hurdle
basketball lay-up
gap-closing leap
touchdown leap

pitching
javelin
discus
soccer throw-in
bowling
football pass
underhand throw

after a ski/snowboard jump
on your back (fosbury flop)
after tumbling
after a volleyball or 
basketball jump�

… leading to fundamental sport skills

long/short steps
leaping for length

or height
right or left foot

leap to the side or
straight forward

long/short pass
high/low pass

directed to the
leg/chest/head

targeting open space
throwing over a defender

land on one foot or two 
on the side of your body

prior to rolling
with an extended body, 

or while tucking
with or without rotation

�� �
… in various decision making situations

… in a variety of environments: ground, water, snow, ice and air

��

www.canadiansportforlife.ca
www.physicalliteracy.ca
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�  Ask the  participant with the
disability. They know best about
their  disability and what strategies
can be developed to make them
feel comfortable. Make sure the
participant is  involved in every 
step of the  inclusion process.

�  Make adjustments to the
 activity only when necessary.
Many people with disabilities
 require few or only minor
 adjustments to participate 
fully. Adaptations should aim 
to  increase participation,  
success and  enjoyment. 

�  Approach inclusion on an
 individual basis. People with
 specific disabilities require  specific
adaptations to be made. 

�  Reduce new skills down to
their smallest  components. 
This  allows participants to  master
each new skill component
 individually and build their skill 
set  progressively.

�  Approach adaptations as
 temporary. Consider adjustments
made to the activity as a spring-
board for developing new skills

that allow the person to participate
more fully and without relying on
the adaptation in the future.

�  Be fair. Any modifications to 
the activity should be fair to all
 participants involved,  regardless 
of ability. Modifications which
 single out those with disabilities
only  contribute to isolation and
 reinforce stereotypes. 

�  Make sure equipment is
 available. If specific equipment
is not available, this may limit the
 participant’s opportunities.

LEGEND – Common Adaptations

balls of various size, weight,
colour and texture

allow a partner
to assist

lower and/or increase
size of  target

extend # of tries/
attempts

lengthen or  shorten
the  playing time

vary the tempo

adjust the size
of playing area

give verbal clues
and oral prompts

mark positions
on playing field

FOUR SQUARE
� Allow double bounces
� Draw larger squares
� Fix player positions in one spot
� Use an over-inflated or 

misshaped ball

HOPSCOTCH
� Use a large, easily handled marker
� Allow stepping on lines
� Have a peer leader provide a hand 

for support
� Allow players to hop on two feet
� Allow two hops in one square
� Use brightly coloured chalk or paint SCHLOCKEY

� Variation of hockey played in 
a 4' x 8' arena with side and end
boards

� An excellent playground game for
those with limited mobility

CATCHING GAMES
� Use Velcro mitts with a tennis ball
� Throw using underhand toss
� Stand close together and move

 progressively further apart
� Stand in front of wall or netting to 

stop missed balls
� Use a beeper ballROYAL COURT

� Use large, slow moving balls such as
beach balls

� Count to five before throwing
� All players throw using their  

non-dominant arm

TAG
� Use pool noodles to tag
� Use beanbags/gator balls to tag
� Use ‘freezing’ and ‘unfreezing’ to allow

more chances to play  continuously
� Provide ‘safe areas’ 
� Blindfold half the players, with the

other half as ‘buddies’ or guides

FRISBEE GAMES
� Use games that require players to hit

target with Frisbee, but not to catch it
(e.g. modified ‘Frisbee golf’)

� Substitute Frisbee for a ball in other
games: (e.g. ’Frisbee baseball’)

FOLLOW THE LEADER
� Perform activity in partners
� On whistle blow, switch leaders
� Use different movements (e.g. animal)

Including Participants on the Playground 
Adapting playground and low-organizational activities for 

participants with physical and mental disabilities.

Copyright 2003, CIRA Ontario
www.ciraontario.com
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Schools in Action
Learn how schools are promoting healthy living utilizing the 

Action Schools! BC  resources and supports

POWER UP
MORNINGS

Many schools in the province are reporting they love school-wide morning
events. Staff and students fill the gym or listen to instructions and music over
the intercom for a morning of physical activity derived from the Physical 

Activity Action  Resource and Action Bin  including: yoga,  Head-to-Toe Stretch, dance, or a workout from
the 6 Fit Kids’  Workouts DVD. The workouts occur once or twice a week, led by student leaders, teachers or
someone from the school  community. 

Inspired by Hollyburn Elementary, SD #45 and others 

LEADERS
ROCK

Grade 7 student leaders are creating their own personalized physical activity  circuit
 (including primary games, outdoor games and strength and conditioning exercises
from the Get Strong 101 DVD). The leaders lead younger students through various 

physical  activities during three 30 minute periods of DPA throughout the week. In other schools, grade 4
students rotate through younger classes leading indoor workouts or a dance. The students build  valuable
leadership and  organizational skills by taking responsibility for their own  schedules, listening to, and
 working  alongside the  primary teachers. And as a result of student leadership training, other students are
leading  outdoor games such as hopscotch, four square, tag, long rope skipping and  Chinese jump rope. 

Inspired by Randerson Ridge, SD #68, Westwind Elementary, SD #38,

Kidston Elementary, SD #22 and others 

MOVE YOUR
BODY ROOM

Teachers were motivated following a workshop on circuit and stations 
and  converted two multi-purpose rooms into circuit rooms – one for K to 3
 students called the Move Your Body Room and one for grades 4 to 7 

students called the  Action Schools! BC’s Circuit and Station Room. The rooms were designed with  several
stations, each with  equipment or resources from the Action Bins including scarf juggling, hopscotch, yoga, a
balance beam, Get Strong 101 DVD circuit, as well as the Kids into Action station circuit CDs. The rooms
have been used by all grades, and are especially successful with full day kindergarten. 

Inspired by Ranch Park Elementary, SD #43 and others

BRAIN BUILDER
ACTION BREAKS

Teachers integrate action breaks throughout the day to stimulate the
brain when transitioning between subjects like math or social studies.
Yoga is proving to be the favourite especially for students with 

developmental coordination disorder. Grade 1 students regularly play with the juggling scarves and skipping
ropes, while kindergarten students love the Bean Bag Boogie. Other activities include brain  energizers,
BrainDance or Tai Chi movements, stretching, or grip strengthening to help calm, refocus and rejuvenate. 

Inspired by Uplands Elementary, SD #82 and others
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Physical Activity Action Bin
CONTENT CHECKLIST

Grades K to 3

Grades 4 to 7

Resources (in Box)
� 65 Energy Blasts DVD

� Action Pages! 

� Action Schools! BC Bounce-at-the-Bell Jumps Poster (F)

� Action Schools! BC BrainDance Poster (F)

� Action Schools! BC K Circuit Station Cards (F) 
(provided at workshop)

� Action Schools! BC Head-to-Toe Stretch Poster (F)

� Action Schools! BC Physical Activity Action Resource – 
Grades K to 7 (F)

� Action Schools! BC Poster (F)

� Action Schools! BC Sporting Spirit Poster (F)

� Active Playgrounds (F)

� BC Dairy Association School Program Brochure

� BrainDance DVD (1) (provided at workshop) 

� Canadian Physical Activity Guidelines (F)

� Cool Aerobics for Kids CD

� Dance Party Fun CD 

� Exercise in Disguise (F)

� Healthy Opportunities for Preschoolers and Primary (HOPP)

� HeartSmart Kids Brochure

� K-3 Games (1) (F) (provided at workshop) 

� Kids in Motion CD

� Kids Into Action CD – K-2, Vol. 3 (F)
(provided at K workshop) 

� p.s.a.p. Teaching the Basics Manual Coupon 

� Stretch Your Imagination Muscles Poster

� Yoga Resources/Cards/CDs

Equipment (in Bin)
� 25 Bean Bags

� 1 Chinese Jump Rope 16’ (4.8m)

� 2 Foam Dice

� 25 Hand Grippers

� 2 Long Skip Ropes 16’ (4.8m)

� 3 Playground Balls 7” (17.8cm)

� 48 Scarves

� Sidewalk Chalk

� 25 Single Skip Ropes 7’ (2.1m)

Resources (in Box)
� 6 Fit Kids’ Workouts DVD

� 65 Energy Blasts DVD

� Action Pages!

� Action Schools! BC Bounce-at-the-Bell Jumps Poster (F)

� Action Schools! BC BrainDance Poster (F)

� Action Schools! BC Head-to-Toe Stretch Poster (F)

� Action Schools! BC Physical Activity Action Resource – 
Grades K to 7 (F)

� Action Schools! BC Poster (F) 

� Action Schools! BC Sporting Spirit Poster (F)

� Active Playgrounds (F)

� BC Dairy Association School Program Brochure

� Canadian Physical Activity Guidelines (F)

� Ever Active . . . Everywhere

� Get Strong 101 Circuit (1) (F) (provided at workshop)

� Get Strong 101 DVD

� Great Gator Games (F)

� HeartSmart Kids Brochure

� Hero in You Poster

� Jump2bFit Manual/CD/DVD (F)

� p.s.a.p. Teaching the Basics Manual Coupon 

� Wheelchair Sports Teaching Resource

� Tag, Tag . . . and Even More Tag (F)

Equipment (in Bin)
� 15 Exercise Bands

� 36 Hand Grippers

� 3 Playground Balls 7” (17.8cm)

� Sidewalk Chalk

� 36 Single Skip Ropes 8’ (2.4m)

Please note that some items may or may not be available when Bins/Action Packs and 
Bags are prepared and therefore may not be included or be replaced with other items. 

(F) Available in French – Request a French or Aboriginal Physical Activity Package
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Curriculum Connections 
GRADES K TO 7

The Physical Activity Action Resource provides teachers with creative, alternative ideas to
integrate physical  activity throughout the day.  The resource supports the  Ministry of Education 

goals for Physical  Education, and  assists teachers in  implementing Daily Physical 
Activity and other cross-curricular areas. 

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Curriculum
Organizers             Related Prescribed Learning Outcomes Grades K to 7

Active Living        • identify benefits of regular participation in physical activity (e.g., it’s fun, it helps them grow strong,

Knowledge                     it keeps the heart healthy) (K)

                                           • identify physical activities they enjoy doing (K)

                                           • describe benefits of regular participation in physical activity (e.g., it’s fun, it’s good for their bodies, 

it  provides opportunities to make new friends) (1)

                                           • identify choices they can make to be more physically active (1)

                                           • describe the personal benefits of regular participation in physical activity (e.g., it makes bones stronger,

it increases overall health, it’s a way to make new friends) (2)

                                           • describe the personal benefits of regular sustained participation in physical activity for developing

the strength of the heart, lungs, muscles, and bones (3)

                                    • describe physical and emotional health benefits of regular participation in physical activity (e.g., building 

                                           strong bones, and muscles, improved flexibility, improved self-image,  opportunities for making friends) (4)

                                           • identify opportunities for physical activity in various settings (4)

                                           • describe personal physical and emotional health benefits of regular participation in  physical activity

(e.g., increased confidence, increased overall energy, a fun way to meet new friends) (5)

                                           • relate personal physical and emotional health benefits of regular participation in physical activity 

(e.g., energy, endurance, stress management, fresh air and sunshine when activities are done outside) (6)

                                           • relate the effects of regular participation in a variety of physical activities to the quality of life (e.g., stress

reduction, prevents the onset of certain diseases, increased overall physical and emotional health) (7)

Participation                  • participate daily (e.g., five times a week) in moderate to vigorous physical activities (K/1/2/3)

                                           • participate daily (e.g., five times a week) in a variety of moderate to vigorous physical  activities (4)

                                           • participate daily (e.g., five times a week) in a variety of moderate to vigorous physical  activities that

 develop muscular strength and endurance, cardiovascular endurance, and/or flexibility (5/6)

                                           • participate daily (e.g., five times a week) in a variety of moderate to vigorous physical  activities that

 support personal physical activity goals (7)

Movement             • perform movements in personal space while maintaining control (K)

Skills                              •   use their bodies to create shapes (e.g., by bending, curling, pulling, pushing, stretching, swinging, and/or

 twisting) (K)

                                           •   perform movements through general space while maintaining control (e.g. walking in a circle in the 

same direction) (1)

                                           •   change level of body position while maintaining control (e.g., high, medium, low) (1)

                                           •   move through general space, incorporating directional changes (2)

                                           •   perform selected non-locomotor and locomotor movement skills in sequence (3)

                                    • select sequences of non-locomotor, locomotor, and manipulative movements to create sequences (4)

                                           • create structured, repeatable sequences of non-locomotor, locomotor, and manipulative movement skills (5)

                                           • practise learned non-locomotor, locomotor, and manipulative movement skills in order to improve (6)

                                           • apply learned movement skills in new and unfamiliar physical activities (7)
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Safety, Fair            • follow rules and directions when participating in physical activities (e.g., stop on signal,

Play, and                 listen to instructions before beginning activity) (K)

Leadership            • work co-operatively with others during physical activity (e.g., taking turns, encouraging others) (1)

                                           • demonstrate safe behaviours when participating in physical activity (e.g., listening to and following

 directions, staying within activity boundaries, participating in appropriate warm-up activities, making

sure the activity space is free of obstacles) (2)

                                           • demonstrate safe behaviours while participating in a variety of physical activities (3)

                                           • demonstrate leadership in physical activities (e.g., lead small groups, provide assistance with equipment

set-up) (3)

                                    • demonstrate an ability to participate safely in specific physical activities (4)

                                           • demonstrate leadership in selected physical activities (4)

                                           • demonstrate leadership in physical activity (5)

                                           • model fair play when participating in physical activity (6)

                                           • model leadership in creating a positive climate for physical activity (e.g., mentoring,  organizing, coaching) (7)

Reference: BC PE IRP, K to 7, 2006. www.bced.gov.bc.ca/irp/irp.htm 

DAILY PHYSICAL ACTIVITY
Daily Physical Activity (DPA) refers to physical activity that people do on a daily basis. DPA includes activities that help develop

endurance, strength, and flexibility.  

• Kindergarten to Grade 7 – 30 Minutes Daily

Boards/Authorities will offer  30 minutes of daily physical activity as part of students’ educational program. 

• Grades 8 and 9 – 30 Minutes Daily or 150 Minutes Weekly

Boards/Authorities will have the flexibility to decide whether a school follows the 30 minutes daily or 150 minutes weekly

 requirement. 

Reference:  BC DPA, K to 9, 2011. www.bced.gov.bc.ca/dpa
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Strong bones are built during childhood and

 adolescence. Jumping, weight-bearing, and strength

training activities build strong skeletons, and  decrease

the risk of osteoporotic fractures later in life.

hop, skip & jump

K to 3
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Hopscotch has been played around the world for  hundreds
of years. Players take turns hopping and jumping over lines,

squares, circles and Xs drawn on the ground  travelling up
and down hopscotch patterns. Hopscotch games

 contribute to improved bone health and help 
develop coordination, agility, and balance. 

Classroom
Gymnasium

Outdoors

• sidewalk chalk (in Action Bin)
• painter’s tape, tokens (piece of chain, small bean bag, smooth stone, etc.) for tossing into the

hopscotch squares that do not roll or bounce
• Active Playgrounds (F) (in Action Bin and Action Pages!)
• Healthy Opportunities for Preschoolers and Primary (HOPP) (in Action Bin and Action Pages!)
• See more Recommended Resources p. 56

Hopscotch

• Paint a variety of permanent hopscotch patterns throughout the playground or use sidewalk chalk or 
painter’s tape (see Active Playgrounds below).

• Often the rules of the game are agreed upon by each group (see Active Playgrounds below).
• Teach and develop hopping and jumping skills and games in Physical Education, practise in DPA.
• Use painter’s tape to tape a hopscotch pattern in the classroom (at the door), hallway or gymnasium at a 

hopping station encouraging students to hop often.
• Invite family members to share their versions of hopscotch.
• Train student leaders to help younger students learn and play the games at recess and lunch. 
• Implement the 100 Actions on 100’s Day (p. 55).

Take a ten minute hopscotch action break just before recess, 
following an assembly or in between lessons. 

Action Tips
• Ensure proper footwear and tied laces.
• Number the squares sequentially. Jump (two feet), hop (one foot), or straddle jump in all of the squares, 

then the even numbers, then the odd numbers. Avoid stepping on lines.
• Play Follow the Leader through the hopscotch. 

Endurance � Flexibility � Strength

Hopping � Jumping � Landing
Throwing 

CURRICULUM CONNECTIONS: P.13

FMS

DPA

DPA

Inquire about Teacher Refresher Workshops and
Student Leadership Training at www.actionschoolsbc.ca

Equipment and Resources

Implementation

2

2

2
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Hop, Skip & 
Jump Stations

Inspired by Pat Parker, Action Schools! BC Regional Trainer

• 6-8 hula hoops                         • 6-8 skip ropes
• 2 Chinese jump ropes            • hopscotch patterns – painted, chalked, painter’s tape
• sidewalk chalk                          • hopscotch markers (bean bags, coins or sticks)

Skipping Rope
(see p. 18)

Practise individual 
jump rope. Set a 
 personal record.

Hopscotch (see p. 16)

Hop and jump through 
the hopscotch patterns
or play a game.

Bench Hop 
and Toe Taps
Tap bench (or sidewalk

curb) alternating feet.

Chinese 
Jump
Rope
(see p. 20)

Count successful
sequences.

Hula Hoppers
or circles made with ropes
or chalk.

With chalk, write the number 1
or 2 inside hoops. Hop (1 foot)
or jump (2 feet) through the
hula     s.

1 2

Bounce-at-the-Bell
Jumps (see p. 21)

2
2 2

1

1

Equipment

1

3

2

4

5

6
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Skipping rope builds strong bones, develops muscle
 endurance, promotes healthy hearts, and increases  

coordination. Social and cooperative skills are
 incorporated in the many variations of skipping 

rope such as long rope activities.

Gymnasium
Outdoors

• single skip ropes – 7’ (2.1m), long skip ropes – 16’ (4.8m) (in Action Bin)
• Active Playgrounds (F), HOPP (in Action Bin and Action Pages!)
• K-3 Games (provided at select workshops and Action Pages!)
• See more Recommended Resources p. 56

Skipping Rope

• Start with the Skill Progressions and Action Tips (p. 19) and the Hop, Skip & Jump Stations (p. 17).
• Refer to Active Playgrounds (see below) for popular rhymes and chants.
• Teach long or single jump rope skills in Physical Education and make ropes  available at recess,

lunch, and to take home.
• Introduce Chinese jump rope (p. 20).
• Implement 100 Actions on 100’s Day (p. 55).

Take a 10 minute skipping action break just before or after recess or
in between lessons. Hang ropes on a hook by the door for easy access.

Action Tips
• Ensure proper footwear and tied laces.
• Have students spread out.
• Keep their arms close to body when turning the rope.
• Use small bounces, rather than big jumps, and encourage a quiet landing by bending knees.
• To collect ropes without tangling, hold one handle up high and collect them like picking a

 bouquet of flowers.
• Hang ropes over a hook – tying a knot makes them hard to use.

Endurance � Strength

Hopping � Jumping � Turning 

CURRICULUM CONNECTIONS: P.13

FMS

DPA

DPA

Equipment and Resources

Implementation

2

2

Inquire about Teacher Refresher Workshops and
Student Leadership Training at www.actionschoolsbc.ca2
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Skipping Rope – Short
Skill Progressions and Action Tips

Jumping Skills – Ropes on the Ground
• Practise jumping and landing in different ways with ropes on the ground:

– two feet jumps, one foot hops, forwards, backwards, sideways, zig-zag.
– jump over the rope, jump along the rope.
– jumps, hops, and leaps; big, small and medium; fast and slow; high and low.
– make shapes, letters and numbers with ropes; jump into, along, around and over.

Rope Twirling Skills
• Hold both handles in one hand:

– twirl the rope in front (propellers), beside (wheels), overhead (helicopters).
– twirl at different speeds, in different directions, with each hand.
– twirl front to back; back to front.
– twirl and jump: turn the rope at one side, jump as the rope hits the floor.

Step Through and Jump Through
• Hold a handle in each hand, rope in front, step through one foot then the other, 

then jump through with two foot jumps.
• Jump a swinging rope: swing the rope and jump over without turning the rope  

completely over.

Turn and Jumping Skills
• Aim for one successful jump at a time.
• Watch for timing challenges. Some children have difficulty turning the rope first 

and then  jumping. Use verbal cues “rope-jump” or “swing-jump”,  then say and do.
• Use wrist action.
• Skip in different directions and pathways (e.g. forwards, sidewards, zig zag, curvy)

and at different speeds.

Action Tips
• Learning to skip rope takes a lot of energy.  Watch for students who are getting 

tired or frustrated.
• Pair up primary with intermediate students for one on one assistance.
• Use short practice periods for individual rope skills.
• Alternate jumping with rope twirling, rope walking activities and games like: 

– Snake Tails – in pairs – one player wiggles the rope while the other tries to step
on the end of the rope (the snake’s tail).

• – Helicopter Jump – tie a ring or bean bag to the end of a rope, one partner swings
the rope around in a circle close to the ground. Partners try to jump the bean 
bag as it swings past.

• Use music to motivate and sustain practice.

Adapted from K-3 Games

1

2

3

4
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Chinese jump rope is a game enjoyed around the world
also known as  elastics or skip tape. It is typically played

by 3 jumpers and begins with  following a jump pattern,
at a low level first, and is often  accompanied by a song

(chant/rhyme). The rope is moved higher and  higher
making the  completion of the pattern more difficult.

Chinese
Jump Rope

• Refer to Active Playgrounds (see below) for rules and rhymes.

Learn the 6 basic jumps:
• Two participants stand facing each other with their feet apart 

and the rope around their ankles (see diagram).
• They back away from each other far enough for the rope to 

stretch and lift off the ground.
• The jumper begins by standing outside the elastic, facing either

 participant. The lines  represent the two parallel elastics of the Chinese jump rope.

Names and Words:  
• Using these basic jumps, the

jumpers can spell their names
(one letter per jump) or other 
words and jump out when finished.

• Move the rope up to the calves and then the knees etc. 
each time the routine has been performed successfully.

• Jumpers can add a jump/half turn between jumps.

Set up Hop, Skip & Jump Stations (p. 17) for 10 minute action breaks. Try playing with a buddy class.

Action Tips
• Ensure proper footwear and tied laces.
• Encourage a quiet two-foot landing by bending knees.

Endurance � Flexibility � Strength

Jumping � Landing 

CURRICULUM CONNECTIONS: P.13

FMS

DPA

DPA

• Chinese jump ropes – 16’ (4.8m) of elastic tied into a loop (in Action Bin)
or make your own with sewing elastic.

• Active Playgrounds (F) (in Action Bin and Action Pages!)
• Chinese Jump Rope DVD/Book (provided at select workshops and Action Pages!)
• See more Recommended Resources p. 56

start

jump 1

jump 2

jump 3

jump 4

jump 5

jump 6

Gymnasium Outdoors

2 Implementation

Equipment and Resources2

Inquire about Teacher Refresher Workshops and
Student Leadership Training at www.actionschoolsbc.ca2
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Children often do not experience the benefits of extra loads
on their skeletons through jumping. Bounce-at-the-Bell is a

 physical activity program loading students’ bones for
 osteogenic  benefits. Results from research projects indicate

positive benefits from an 8-month, school-based jumping
program involving 5 jumps, 3 times a day, 4 days a week.

• bell – optional
• Bounce-at-the-Bell Jumps or Poster (in Action Bin and Action Pages!)
• See more Recommended Resources p. 56

• Use the K to 3 jumps (p. 22) recommended or try any of the Grades 4 to 7 jumps (p. 60).
•  Photocopy  figures provided and display and/or display the Bounce-at-the-Bell Jumps Poster.
• Jump the same as your age (i.e. if 6, then 6 jumps), 3 times a day, 4 days a week.
• Jump before entering the school, at the recess or lunch bells (or “bounce” at the drum).•
• Count the jumps out loud in unison. Count in other languages (e.g. French, Punjabi, Mandarin,

or a First Nations language).
• Announce a school-wide bounce over intercom.
• Jump at the start of assemblies, as part of a station, or as part of the playground circuit (p. 36). 

Allow students to lead or select jumps as part of DPA. 

Action Tips
• Get air when jumping – knees up.
• Use arms to help provide lift in the jumps.
• Land with bent knees.•
• One foot jumps (e.g. knee knocker) require the count per leg (e.g. 5 per leg or count to 10).

Endurance � Strength

Jumping � Landing 

CURRICULUM CONNECTIONS: P.13

FMS

DPA

DPA

Bounce-at-the-
Bell Jumps

2 Implementation

Equipment and Resources2

Classroom OutdoorsGymnasium
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Bounce-at-the-Bell Jumps

Adapted from Fishburne, G., McKay, H., & Berg, S. 2005
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Bounce-at-the-Bell Jumps

Adapted from Temple, V., & O’Connor, J. 2004
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Bounce-at-the-Bell Jumps

Adapted from Fishburne, G., McKay, H., & Berg, S. 2005



Healthy
HEART

Cardiovascular disease is the second leading 

cause of death in Canada. Physical activity can

 contribute to a healthy lifestyle and decreased risk of

heart disease. Regular participation in active games,

 individual  pursuits, and running or  walking will

 contribute to  students’ heart health. 

work it indoors & out

K to 3
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Action Schools! BC Physical Activity Action Resource � 26

Indoor workouts and circuits get hearts pumping and
 muscles moving developing aerobic fitness, muscle strength
and endurance. Workouts and circuits should keep students

moving for 10 minutes or more and can easily be student-
led. Workouts can be followed by a cool-down stretch. 

Classroom
Gymnasium

• DVD and music player
• dice (in Action Bin)
• Head-to-Toe Stretch Poster (F), HOPP, 65 Energy Blasts DVD (in Action Bin and Action Pages!)
• Music: Cool Aerobics for Kids CD, Kids in Motion CD and Dance Party Fun CD 

(in Action Bin) or other  popular music e.g. soundtracks
• Kids into Action CDs (provided at select workshops and Action Pages!)
• See more Recommended Resources p. 56

Indoor Workouts
& Circuits

• There are three ways to implement Workouts & Circuits:
– Follow voice prompts on a CD (e.g. Cool Aerobics for Kids – Mashed Potato or Fiesta, 

or Kids in Motion – Body Rock, or Kids Into Action – loosy goosy).
• – Follow  “Leader” on a DVD (e.g. 65 Energy Blasts DVD).
• – Teacher or student-led workout comprised of moves from a variety of sources set to music

(see 10 Minute Indoor Workout, provided p. 28).
• Use the dice to determine the number of repetitions in a routine.
• Cool-down with a Head-to-Toe Stretch (p. 39).

Complete a 10 minute workout or combine a 5 minute workout with a 5 minute 
Head-to-Toe Stretch. In warm weather, try student-led workouts outside.

• Circuits:
– Try the indoor circuit provided (p. 27) or create your own.
– Use energetic, upbeat music and stay at each station for 30 seconds.

Action Tips
• Encourage students’ creative input.
• Develop student leadership with peers or older students.

Endurance � Flexibility � Strength

Marching � Swinging � Stretching 
Jumping 

CURRICULUM CONNECTIONS: P.13

FMS

DPA

DPA

Inquire about Teacher Refresher Workshops and
Student Leadership Training at www.actionschoolsbc.ca2

2 Implementation

Equipment and Resources2
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Indoor  Circuit or 
Learning Centre Ideas

Scarf Pathway
Painting (see p. 52)

Music or DVD
Workout
(see p. 26)

Head-to-
Toe Stretch
(see p. 39)

Yoga
(see p. 42)

Hand
Grippers
(see p. 43)

Bounce-at-
the-Bell
Jumps
(see p. 21)

1

2
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4
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10 Minute Indoor Workout
Combine moves from a variety of sources to create quick, fun and easy to

lead workouts to music. Students find a space in the room and  perform each activity
for 15 seconds or 4 x 8 beats, then repeat sequence. Play 2 or 3 songs then, cool-down

with Head-to-Toe Stretch as part of DPA. Great for student leaders!

� Funky March (FROM 65 ENERGY BLASTS DVD – ATHLETIC MOVES)
March in place. Add arms bending and extending at the elbow.

� Windmill Arms (FROM HEAD-TO-TOE STRETCH POSTER)
Circle arms forward in small circles, backward in small circles, then in large circles  forward,
then backward.

� Speed Skater (FROM 65 ENERGY BLASTS DVD – ATHLETIC MOVES)
Imagine skaters pushing sideways with their skates. With legs wide push from one foot to
the other swinging arms from side to side. Bend knees and keep low.

� Raise the Roof (FROM 65 ENERGY BLASTS DVD – HIP HOP MOVES)
Place feet slightly apart, push hands upward to one side as if pushing the roof. 
Do eight pushes left, then 8 to the right, then 4 left and right, then 2 left and right, then 1.

� Skier Jump (FROM BOUNCE-AT-THE-BELL)
Jump slightly sideways from side to side. Swing arms. Land with feet together. Land with
bent knees. Try a pattern of 4 slow jumps then 4 quick. 

� Sky Reach (FROM BRAINDANCE – CROSS-LATERAL)
With legs apart, reach diagonally across to opposite side as if to touch the sky. Alternate
sides. Bend the knees and push with the legs for each reach.

� Step-Touch (FROM 65 ENERGY BLASTS DVD – LATIN MOVES)
Step right, tap or touch left foot next to right, repeat in opposite direction. Add arm actions
of your choice or add a clap with the touch.

	 Yoga Pose (FROM YOGA CARDS)
Choose a yoga pose to hold (waterfall, bird, hero or frog).

	 COOL-DOWN: Head-to-Toe Stretch (see p. 39)
Stretch for 5 or 10 minutes.

	 Create Your Own!

1
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Dance contributes to the development of body
awareness, coordination, creative expression, and 

cooperation and extensive fundamental 
movements. Vigorous dances provide hearts, 

muscles, and bones a workout too. 

Classroom
Gymnasium

• DVD and music player, drum or tambourine
• dice, scarves, bean bags (in Action Bin)
• Music: Kids in Motion CD, Dance Party Fun CD, Cool Aerobics CD, Yoga CDs, 65 Energy Blasts DVD 

(in Action Bin and Action Pages!) or other popular tunes
• Exercise in Disguise (F), HOPP (in Action Bin and Action Pages!)
• See more Recommended Resources p. 56

Dance

• Teach some individual moves from the resources (e.g. CDs/DVD), then combine them in short sequences.
• Use Dance Explorations Activity Ideas (p. 30).
• Use dice to help create sequences (e.g. roll 3 jumps, roll 2 turns, roll 5 steps).
• Use traditional folk, line or novelty dances and combine them in new ways.
• Integrate dance with social/cultural studies.
• Create dances with scarves, balls or bean bags by setting sequences, routines or patterns to music.
• Teach in Physical Education and practise in DPA time.

Take a dance break for 10 minutes or make a certain day of each week “Dance Day.” 
Encourage students to research and share traditional dances from their home cultures.

Action Tips
• Keep the emphasis on fun and energetic actions.
• Teach positive social skills.
• Use scarves or other objects (e.g. musical instruments)

in dance to motivate and encourage participation.

Endurance � Flexibility � Strength

Leaping � Twisting � Sinking � Gliding 
Swinging � Spinning � Galloping
Curling � Turning � Bending

CURRICULUM CONNECTIONS: P.13

FMS

DPA

DPA

2 Implementation

Equipment and Resources2

Inquire about Teacher Refresher Workshops and
Student Leadership Training at www.actionschoolsbc.ca2
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Action Schools! BC Physical Activity Action Resource � 30

Dance Explorations
Activity Ideas

Body Parts
Music Recommendations (in Action Bin):
• Dance Party Fun CD: Shake Rattle and Roll, Simon Says 
• Kids in Motion CD: The Body Rock, Body Talk 

Activities
• PARTS IN MOTION – discover how different body parts move: nod and shake heads;

 circle body, arms, legs, hips; shake parts; bend and stretch arms, legs, fingers, toes; 
shrug shoulders.

• BODY PART DANCES – make dance movements that emphasize one body part 
e.g. an elbow dance, a head dance, a shoulder dance, a foot dance. Use fast and slow
tempo music to explore different dynamics.

• HOLDING HIGH – make different body parts higher than the rest of the body 
e.g. arms high, legs high, one foot high, knee high, bottoms high.

• GLUE – “glue” different body parts to the floor and only move the unglued parts.

• SILLY BONES – create ways to connect different body parts: knee to knee, head to
 shoulder, ankle to knee, spine to spine. Call out body parts randomly. Create
 sequences.

• BODY MUSIC – make patterns that create sounds: clap, stamp, slap, tap. 
Combine sound actions with other action words.

Non-Locomotor (Movements In Place) and
Locomotor Actions (Traveling)

Music Recommendations (in Action Bin):
• Dance Party Fun CD: Line Up!, Shake Rattle and Roll, Peppermint Twist, The Train
• Kids in Motion CD:  The Freeze, Kids in Motion Song, Animal Action 

Activities (use scarves or other objects for another element)
• Explore ways of performing the basic non-locomotor actions: stretch, curl, twist,

turn, push, pull, swing, stop, balance, ready position.
– Try fast, slow, high, low, whole body and with different body parts.

• – Explore other action-image words: rise, sink, grow, shrink, press, rock, sway, shake,
melt, fall, collapse, explode, twitch, kick, punch, shiver, wiggle, etc.

• Explore ways of performing the basic locomotor actions: skipping, sliding,
 galloping, leaping, rolling, jumping, walking, running, hopping, dodging.
– Try with changes in direction: forwards, backwards, sideways; levels (high,

medium, low); pathways (zigzag, straight, curved).
• – Combine actions into movement sequences and patterns: shrink, shiver, explode.

1

2
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Relationships
Music Recommendations (in Action Bin):
• Dance Party Fun CD: The Train, Who Let the Dogs Out?
• Yoga Kit for Kids Music for Yoga CD or Putumayo Yoga CD

Activities
• MIRRORING – in partners face each other and try to move exactly the same way as

if looking in a mirror. One partner leads, the other follows; switch roles. Encourage
use of a  variety of non-locomotor movements. To introduce this  activity have
 students  mirror you.

• SHADOWING – similar to mirroring but students stand one behind the other; 
the one in the back is the shadow.

• OPPOSITES – in partners, move using different pairs of opposite actions 
e.g. stretch/curl, twisted/straight, push/pull, grow/shrink, high/ low, rise/shrink etc.

• FOLK AND SQUARE DANCE FUN – try do-si-dos, stars, arches, turns (one and two
hand), swings, walk forward and back in pairs and small groups, circles (clock-wise
and counter clock-wise). 

Shapes
Music Recommendations (in Action Bin):
• Kids in Motion CD: The Freeze

Activities
• BASIC SHAPES – practise the basic shapes: stretched, curled, bent 

(angular),  twisted. Create high, low, middle level shapes and shapes 
balancing on different body parts. Mirror a partner’s shape. Make 
alphabet letter shapes.

• STATUES – make imaginary statue shapes: different characters, objects or 
feelings e.g. thinkers, hockey players, dancers, superstars, bridges, angry, happy, 
sad,  frightened etc.

• SHAPES FOR 8 – make a shape and hold for a count of 8. Make a new shape and hold
for 8. Try holding for different counts. Use a drum, tambourine,  clapping or snapping
to keep the beat.

• GO AND FREEZE – move to music individually; freeze in any shape when the music
stops. Let the music play for varying intervals of time to build listening skills. 

• SHAPES AND SPACES – in partners, one dancer makes a shape, while the other fits
her/his shape into the holes and spaces made by the first. Keep changing shapes,
one partner moving at a time.

Inspired by Pat Parker and Debbie Keel, Action Schools! BC Regional Trainers 
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Perform active routines to music and get a 
workout in and around a chair while developing

fundamental  movements! Chair  aerobics is fun
and great for  student leaders.

Classroom

• music player
• chairs
• Music:  Dance Party Fun CD (e.g. Peppermint Twist, Who Let the Dogs Out?)

(in Action Bin and Action Pages!) or other popular music
• See more Recommended Resources p. 56

Chair Aerobics

• Use Chair Aerobics Routines (p. 33 and p. 71) to music (e.g. Dance Party Fun CD).
• Challenge students to create new movements and sequences.
• Create movements and sequences around a current classroom theme

(e.g. summer fun, space, insects, Olympics/Paralympics).

Play music for a 10 minute action break and have students lead a routine.

Action Tips
• Position chairs so students can stretch out their legs (e.g. sideways to desk).
• Encourage good posture – sit on the edge of the chair with a straight back, hold chair  

bottom with hands during the “legs” part of the sequence for support.
• Change movements on beats, at a natural break in the music, or on leader voice cues.
• Introduce movements at a slow tempo then increase tempo when movements are being

performed comfortably.

Endurance � Flexibility � Strength

Jumping � Running � Dodging 

CURRICULUM CONNECTIONS: P.13

FMS

DPA

DPA

2 Implementation

Equipment and Resources2

Inquire about Teacher Refresher Workshops and
Student Leadership Training at www.actionschoolsbc.ca2
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Chair Aerobics
Routines

PLAYING WITH
A ROPE

ARMS – pretend to turn a rope double dutch (both arms, alternating inwards)

LEGS – pretend to jump a rope (fancy foot patterns)

WITH CHAIR – pretend to climb a rope (stand up, sit down) 

ON THE SPOT – pretend to do skipping tricks with invisible rope
(jump and turn, speed, crossovers, backwards)

PLAYING WITH 
A BALL

ARMS – pretend to bounce a ball (alternate arms) 

LEGS – pretend to kick a ball (alternate legs)

WITH CHAIR – pretend to roll a ball (two hands, bend 

over to touch floor, swing arms up)

ON THE SPOT – pretend to pick up and throw a ball (overhand)

PLAYING
TAG

ARMS – pretend to reach and tag (both hands, all directions)

LEGS – running on the spot 

WITH CHAIR – freeze in shapes (using chair for balance)

ON THE SPOT – run, dart and dodge

Inspired by Debbie Keel, Action Schools! BC Regional Trainer
See also Chair Aerobics Routines on p. 71
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Playground and tag games are highly active, easy to 
modify and students can initiate them on their own after

learning some basics. Playground and tag games help 
build  fundamental  movement skills such as throwing,

 catching, running, seeking, chasing, dodging; and social 
skills such as  conflict  resolution, cooperation and fair play.

Gymnasium
Outdoors

• playground balls, sidewalk chalk, skip ropes, Chinese jump ropes (in Action Bin)
• tokens or markers, painter’s tape
• Active Playgrounds (F), Exercise in Disguise (F) (in Action Bin and Action Pages!)
• See more Recommended Resources p. 56

Playground
& Tag Games

• Paint the tarmac with colourful playground markings or use sidewalk chalk or painter’s tape. 
• Refer to Active Playgrounds (see below) for  templates. 
• Train playground supervisors and student leaders to lead games during recess and lunch. 
• Partner younger students with older students.
• Let student leaders pick and lead a game from one of the easy-to-follow resources.
• Ask students to share games from their home cultures (see Sticks, Hoop-and-Pole, p. 74).
• Review Walking and Running School-Wide Programs (p. 101) and Including Participants on

the Playground (p. 10).

Plan 10 minute action breaks, 3 times a day, for the most popular games of tag, 
four square,  hopscotch, wall and ball games, skip rope and chants. 

Action Tips
• Ensure students agree on rules prior to start of game.
• Teach “polite” tag; respectful touch.
• Display rules inside a window facing the play area.
• Keep groups small for more play and less conflict.

Endurance � Flexibility � Strength

Throwing � Catching � Stopping
Running � Dodging

CURRICULUM CONNECTIONS: P.13

FMS

DPA

DPA

2 Implementation

Equipment and Resources2

Inquire about Teacher Refresher Workshops and
Student Leadership Training at www.actionschoolsbc.ca2
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Every school can have a Playground Circuit, unique to its
playground. Circuits have students running, skipping,

 hopping, jumping, weaving, and sidestepping around the
 playground area as well as over, under, around, through, 

on and off the adventure playground structure.

Outdoors

• hoops, skip ropes, balls at activity stations (optional)
• Playground Circuit (F) (included in this resource and at www.actionschoolsbc.ca)
• DPA Pages! Outdoor Circuit Stations at www.actionschoolsbc.ca
• Exercise in Disguise (F), HOPP (in Action Bin and Action Pages!)
• See more Recommended Resources p. 56

Playground
Circuits

• Refer to Playground Circuit (provided by workshop trainer – example included (p. 36) and 
BC schools will find their circuit at www.actionschoolsbc.ca).

• No equipment or set-up necessary.
• Teachers should stand where all students can be seen.
• In pairs, one partner stays at the playground structure while the other travels the circuit. 

When the first partner returns he or she ‘high fives’ the partner who then begins the circuit.
• Allow students to create and map out their own circuit.
• There is no ‘start’ or ‘finish’ (to avoid idle time) – just do for a set time (e.g. 10 or 15 minutes).

Plan a 10 minute action break for participating in the playground 
circuit between subjects or as an incentive for finishing their work.

Action Tips
• Walk students through the first time.
• Add activity stations or modify the circuit over time (e.g. balls,skipping ropes).
• Display circuit map in the classroom and/or on a window facing the playground so 

students can try the  circuit before and after school or during recess and lunch.

Endurance � Flexibility � Strength

Running � Galloping � Skipping 

CURRICULUM CONNECTIONS: P.13

FMS

DPA

DPA

2 Implementation

Equipment and Resources2

Inquire about Teacher Refresher Workshops and
Student Leadership Training at www.actionschoolsbc.ca2
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Healthy
MUSCLES

Muscle strength and flexibility enhance functional ability and

support life-long active living. Weight bearing and strength

 training activities exert forces on the bones  contributing to

healthy bone development. Stretching increases range of

 motion and contributes to muscle development.

stretch & strength

K to 3
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Stretching increases range of motion and blood flow
to the brain, contributes to muscle development, 

and  decreases risk of injury. Stretching provides an
 opportunity to practise breathing and relaxing that can
decrease stress and enhance body and self-awareness.

Classroom
Gymnasium

Outdoors

• music player
• hand grippers (in Action Bin)
• Head-to-Toe Stretch Poster (F) (in Action Bin and Action Pages!)
• Music: Yoga Kit for Kids Music for Yoga CD or Putumayo Yoga CD (in Action Bin and Action Pages!)
• DPA Pages! Dynamic Stretching at www.actionschoolsbc.ca
• See more Recommended Resources p. 56

Stretching

• Display Head-to-Toe Stretch Poster so students can see the proper technique provided by 
the illustrations. This poster combines both static and dynamic stretches.

• Warm-up before static stretching (e.g. 5 minute playground circuit or chair aerobics).
• Hold each static stretch for a count of 10 to 30 seconds and repeat each dynamic stretch 5 to 10 times.
• During some stretches, squeeze a hand gripper to keep count.
• Have students take turns leading the stretch.
• Try the Dynamic Head-to-Toe Stretch (p. 41) as part of a warm-up to prepare muscles for more 

 physical activity.

Combine with another 5 minute activity (e.g. 5 minutes chair aerobics  
then 5 minute Head-to-Toe Stretch, pp. 39-41).

Action Tips
• Make stretching a part of the daily class routine.
• Incorporate breathing (in through nose, out through mouth) and relaxation 

while stretching to decrease stress and embrace body awareness.
• Stretching should not hurt.

Flexibility � Strength

Stretching � Balancing � Twisting 

CURRICULUM CONNECTIONS: P.13
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DPA

DPA

2 Implementation

Equipment and Resources2

Inquire about Teacher Refresher Workshops and
Student Leadership Training at www.actionschoolsbc.ca2
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Stretching keeps the body relaxed and flexible, reduces injury, and increases range of motion. 

Static stretching involves holding the body in a specific position for a short period of time whereas 
dynamic stretching involves slow and continual movement of the body in various positions. At the end 

of an activity or warm-up have participants work through the Static/Dynamic Head-to-Toe Stretch, 
holding each static stretch for 10 to 30 seconds and repeating each dynamic stretch 5 to 10 times. 

Or, as part of a warm-up, try the Dynamic Head-to-Toe Stretch p. 41.

STATIC/DYNAMIC

Head-to-Toe Stretch

1
Neck Side

Stretch
• Stretch ear towards

one shoulder.
• Extend opposite arm

slightly out from the
body and down.

• Hold stretch.
• Repeat on opposite side.

• Circle one arm slowly
 forward, then backwards.

• Keep body still.
• Repeat with opposite arm, 

then repeat with both arms 
at the same time.

• Try circling both arms in 
opposite directions, at the 
same time.

• Stand with legs hip-width apart,
knees loose.
• Extend both arms forward

(e.g. as if  hugging a tree).
• Clasp hands together with thumbs up

then rotate hands to point thumbs down.
• Lower head to look at belly button.

• Round shoulders.
• Hold stretch. Repeat.

2
Arm Circles

4
Chest

Stretch
• Stand with legs hip-width apart,

knees loose.
• Stretch chest by extending both

arms wide to the side.
• Gently stretch slightly past

 shoulders while holding chest
tall and strong. 

• Extend finger tips.
• Hold stretch. Repeat.

3
Upper Back

Stretch
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• Stand with legs shoulder-width
apart, knees loose.

• Extend one arm straight up
 overhead and lean slightly to the
opposite side. Support weight
with opposite arm on leg.

• Lean until a gentle stretch
is felt. 

• Hold stretch. Repeat on
 opposite side.

5
Side Trunk

Stretch
• Stand in front of  a chair with legs

hip width apart, knees loose.
• Place one leg on seat of  chair

and bend slowly forward from
waist until a gentle stretch is
felt in the back of  the leg
on chair. 

• Support body by placing
both hands on upper leg.

• Keep hips square and straight.
• Hold stretch. Repeat with opposite leg.

6
Hamstring

Stretch

• Step forward and
bend knee at 90 degrees.
• Align front knee

with front heel.
• Back knee gently

rests on the floor. 
• Support weight

on front leg,
chest tall.
• Hold stretch.
 Repeat with  opposite

leg.

7 Hip and
Quadriceps Stretch

• Face a partner
and touch hands
in a high five position.
• Grasp ankle and pull

the heel towards the
seat until a stretch

is felt in the thigh. 
• Stand tall.
Bent knee should

be pointing straight
down aligned with the knee
of  the opposite leg.
• Hold stretch. Repeat 

with opposite leg. 

• Place hands on hips and stand
with one foot ahead of  the other.

• Keep both heels flat to the floor.
• Slowly bend knee forward until

a gentle stretch is felt in the
back lower leg and heel of
both legs.

• Hold stretch. Repeat with
opposite leg. 

9
Calf Stretch

• Stand and rotate one ankle
on the ball of  the foot.

• Circle one way ten times,
then the other. 

• Repeat with
 opposite foot.

10
Ankle

 Rotations

8Quadriceps and
Shin Stretch

Full colour Head-to-Toe Stretch Poster available.
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• Drop chin to chest.
• Slowly rotate neck

 towards left shoulder, 
back to centre, 

repeat to the right.
• Keep shoulders

relaxed.

1

Arm Circles 
• Circle one arm slowly
 forward, then backwards.

• Keep body still.
• Repeat with opposite 

arm, then repeat with both
arms at the same time.
• Try circling both arms

in opposite directions, at
the same time.

2 Back and
Chest Stretch 

• Stand with feet hip-width
apart, knees loose.

• Cross (hug) arms in 
front of  chest.

• Slowly extend both 
arms out to the side and

back past shoulders.
• Keep arms at shoulder

height.
• Extend finger tips.

3

Side Bend
• Stand with feet slightly wider

than shoulder-width apart.
• Knees slightly bent and 

hands on hips.
• From waist, bend slowly to

one side, then the other.
• Do not lean forward or

 backwards while stretching.

4

Trunk Rotation
• Stand with feet shoulder-width

apart, knees slightly bent.
• Arms straight out by sides.

• Swing both arms in the
same direction.

• Slightly twist body in  direction
of  swing.

• Change directions.

5

Lower Back and
Hamstring Stretch

• Stand with feet 
slightly wider than

shoulder-width apart.
• Knees slightly bent and

arms straight out to sides.
• Lean forward, twist,

bring right hand 
towards left ankle.

• Return to standing, 
repeat on opposite side.

• Keep arms straight.

6

8
Forward Lunge
• Stand tall, hands on hips

or head for balance.
• Lunge forward with leg

and bend knee (90 degrees).
Align front knee with front heel. 

• Back leg bent 90 degrees, heel off  floor.
• Step back to return to standing.

• Repeat, switching legs.

Leg Swing
• Stand sideways to wall,
hand on wall for balance.

• Start with outside leg slightly
bent, swing forward and back.

Turn and repeat with other leg.
• Stand facing wall, knees slightly
bent. Slowly lift and swing one leg
out to side, then back across body.

• Do not twist torso. Repeat,
switching legs.

7

Squat

9
• Stand tall, feet shoulder-width

apart, arms out front for balance.
• Bend knees until thighs parallel 

to floor (sitting in chair).
• Knees over feet, weight on heels,

back straight, look ahead.
• Return to standing.

Ankle
Rotations

10
• Stand and rotate

one ankle on the
ball of  the foot.

• Circle one way ten
times, then the other.

• Repeat with opposite foot.

Inspired by Roberta Smith, Action Schools! BC Regional Trainer
See also DPA Pages! Dynamic Stretching at www.actionschoolsbc.ca

DYNAMIC

Head-to-Toe Stretch
Repeat each Dynamic stretch 5 to 10 times.
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Yoga is a system of total body movements that  incorporate
stretching and poses with breath,  relaxation and imagery.

Yoga develops body awareness and  improves  flexibility,
strength, balance and mental focus. Participating

in yoga often has a calming effect.

• DVD and music player
• Music: Yoga Kit for Kids Music for Yoga CD or Putumayo Yoga CD (in Action Bin and 

Action Pages!), BrainDance CD (provided at select workshops and Action Pages!)
• Stretch Your Imagination Muscles Poster, Yoga Kit for Kids Cards or Yoga Pretzels Cards

(in Action Bin and Action Pages!)
• Yoga in the Classroom DVD (provided at select workshops and Action Pages!)
• See more Recommended Resources p. 56

Yoga

• Reduce lighting, use calm relaxing music, and set the volume low.
• Introduce the poses one or two at a time (from any of the yoga resources or DVDs); gradually 

create a sequence of poses.
• Teach students to “listen” to their bodies and help them understand the healthy sensation

of stretching.
• Remind students frequently to breathe, learning to use breath to consciously relax

(e.g. in through nose, out through mouth).
• Try having “a Leader and a Reader”; one student leads the pose while another reads the poem

or  information on the back of the yoga cards. Switch roles.

Infuse yoga breaks (2-3 poses) into the day between subjects, particularly 
prior to lessons that require quiet, independent work.

Action Tips
• Incorporate yoga on a regular basis in your class schedule, or use yoga after intense

periods of concentration or stressful times for students.
• Start a yoga club before school or during lunch.

Flexibility � Strength

Centring � Balancing � Stretching 

CURRICULUM CONNECTIONS: P.13

FMS

DPA

DPA

Classroom
Gymnasium

Outdoors

2 Implementation

Equipment and Resources2

Inquire about Teacher Refresher Workshops and
Student Leadership Training at www.actionschoolsbc.ca2
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Hand gripping exercises are a simple and effective 
way to improve grip strength, reduce playground 

injuries and build strength for activities using 
objects such as bats,  racquets, or sticks. 

Classroom
Gymnasium

• hand grippers – unique to Action Schools! BC (in Action Bin or inquire at info@actionschoolsbc.ca)
• See more Recommended Resources p. 56

Grip 
Strengthening

• Incorporate gripping into activities during the day such as reading, math, spelling:
– squeeze while reading poems, practising spelling or multiplication tables, rehearsing

rhymes or chants (e.g. skip rope rhymes)
– squeeze to the beat of music
– squeeze while counting and then change hands on multiples of 3, 5, or 10
– squeeze while reciting the alphabet; change hands on the vowels
– squeeze while holding the stretches in the Head-to-Toe Stretch
– squeeze while watching a DVD; change hands when speakers change or the scene changes

Alternate 1 minute of gripper with 1 minute of yoga, tai chi, stretching, aerobics etc.
for 10 minutes (e.g. grip, pose, stretch, pose, aerobics, pose, etc.).

Action Tips
• Can be used as a “stress” or “strength” gripper.
• Squeeze and hold or keep squeezing for a long time or in sets or repetitions:

– squeeze 5 times each hand – repeat 3 times
– squeeze once as hard as possible and hold for as long as possible!
– squeeze as many times as you can

• Hold grippers at different levels e.g. shoulder level.
• Store grippers in a small box/bag for easy access and maintenance.
• Wash with warm soapy water.

DPA

Flexibility � Strength 

Squeezing � Gripping 

CURRICULUM CONNECTIONS: P.13

FMS

DPA

2 Implementation

Equipment and Resources2

Inquire about Teacher Refresher Workshops and
Student Leadership Training at www.actionschoolsbc.ca2





Healthy
SELF

Active, healthy kids are better learners. Movement serves

to  energize and activate the body, improve focus and develop

the brain. Physical activities develop fundamental movement

skills and promote positive social interactions, increasing

 students’ competency and self-esteem.

brainiacs

K to 3
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BrainDance reinforces fundamental developmental
 movement patterns and the related neural connections.
Performing movements regularly improves efficiency of

movement, clarity of thinking, and rejuvenates energy.

Classroom
Gymnasium

• DVD and music player 
• Music: BrainDance CD or a Yoga CD (in Action Bin and Action Pages!)
• BrainDance CD/DVD (provided at select workshops) or Poster (F) (in Action Bin and Action Pages!)
• See more Recommended Resources p. 56

BrainDance

• Introduce BrainDance (see below) with a brief explanation of its purpose and benefits and explain the
 importance of focusing on one’s own body and noticing how the movements feel.

• Follow the DVD with your students for the first time.
• The nursery rhymes version is great for K-1’s. Use the BrainDance – With Rhymes on DVD and listen 

to the CD Track #’s (p. 47).
• The dance can be done standing, sitting, lying down, or to nursery rhymes.
• Keep it interesting – try mirroring with partners or student leaders.

Perform the age-appropriate BrainDance routine provided on the 
CD/DVD or create your own.

Action Tips
• Music motivates and its tempo can influence the effects of the activities from energizing

to relaxing.
• Use actions to stimulate the brain, de-stress before a test or quiz, or as a warm-up before

other  activities.
• The BrainDance movements are most effective if performed on a regular basis (1-2/week).

DPA

Flexibility � Strength 

Balancing � Spinning � Stretching 
Swinging � Twisting � Walking

CURRICULUM CONNECTIONS: P.13

FMS

DPA

2 Implementation

Equipment and Resources2

Inquire about Teacher Refresher Workshops and
Student Leadership Training at www.actionschoolsbc.ca2
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Adapted with permission. Copyright © 2005 Anne Green Gilbert.

Track #17 
ACTIONS:

 filling and  emptying

IMAGINE:
balloons, waves

1

Track #18
ACTIONS: squeezing,

 tapping, 
slapping, brushing

IMAGINE: wind,
 raindrops, hugs

2

Track #19
ACTIONS: growing

and shrinking

IMAGINE: starfish,
snails

3

Track #20 & #21
ACTIONS: curving,  arching,

rolling, waving

IMAGINE: snakes, fish
swimming

4

Track #22
ACTIONS: swinging,
 circling, stretching,

bending

IMAGINE: ice skaters,
sumo wrestlers 

5

Track #23
ACTIONS: stretching, 
 balancing, swinging,
opening and closing

IMAGINE: a bear walking,
a lizard crawling

6

Track #24
ACTIONS: walking,
 crawling, climbing, 

 twisting

IMAGINE: climbing a
 ladder, picking apples 

7

Track #25
ACTIONS: swinging,

swaying, tipping,
 spinning, rocking

IMAGINE: swings,
merry-go-rounds, tops 

8

BrainDance – With Rhymes

Reference: Action Schools! BC BrainDance Poster / BrainDance CD (Eric Chappelle)
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BrainDance – The Moves
Breath
Take 4-5 deep breaths in through the
nose and out through the mouth.
Fill the belly, chest and back with air. 
Feel getting bigger then smaller with
each breath.
ACTIONS: filling and emptying
IMAGINE: balloons, waves

Tactile
With the hands, squeeze, tap, slap, 
and brush the front and back of 
arms, legs, torso, neck and head. 
Notice how touch feels.
ACTIONS: squeezing, tapping, 

slapping,  brushing
IMAGINE: wind, raindrops, hugs

Core-Distal
Move from the core (navel) to 
the  extremities – stretch the arms, 
legs, head and tail (pelvis) into the
 surrounding space. Explore growing
and shrinking, stretching and curling,
moving in and out. 
ACTIONS: growing and shrinking
IMAGINE: starfish, snails

Head-Tail
With the knees bent, move the head
and  tailbone towards each other. Move
the spine in slow, fluid motions. Explore
rolling, waving, curling and arching the
spine  forwards and backwards, and
side to side. Stand tall – feel strong 
and lifted through the spine. 
ACTIONS: curving, arching, rolling,

 waving
IMAGINE: snakes, fish swimming

1

2

3

4

Upper-Lower
Move all parts in the upper body, keeping the
lower body still and firmly planted.  Explore
 pushing, pulling, swinging and  circling the arms
and torso. Move all the parts in the lower body,
keeping the upper body still. Explore shifting
weight from leg to leg, moving hips, bending knees
and  ankles and kicking,  circling and  lifting legs. 
ACTIONS: swinging, circling, stretching,  bending
IMAGINE: ice skaters, sumo wrestlers

Body-Side
Move all parts on the left side of the body,
 keeping the right side still and firmly planted.
Switch sides. Explore stretching, balancing,
 swinging, bending and lifting. With the arms 
bent in a “w”, open and close both sides of the
body like a book; follow the hands with the eyes
for horizontal eye tracking. Head remains still,
only the eyes move. 
ACTIONS: stretching, balancing, swinging,  

opening and closing
IMAGINE: a bear walking, a lizard crawling

Cross-Lateral
Move and connect body diagonals – the right
hand to the left foot, the left elbow to the 
right knee, etc. Explore cross-lateral full body
movements e.g.  walking, climbing. Move eyes
up and down for vertical eye tracking.
ACTIONS: walking, crawling, climbing, twisting
IMAGINE: climbing a ladder, picking apples

Vestibular
Fold forward and move the head and torso back
and forth, and side to side. Spin one way until dizzy;
rest; spin the other way. End with 3-4 deep breaths. 
ACTIONS: swinging, swaying, tipping, 

spinning,  rocking
IMAGINE: swings, merry-go-rounds, tops

5

6

7

8

Adapted with permission. Copyright © 2005, Anne Green Gilbert.
Adapted from BrainDance DVD
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Short movement breaks energize and activate the
body and develop the brain. Actions accompanied

by music help to develop coordination, rhythm,
 sequencing and listening skills. All students benefit

from  frequent physical activity breaks.

Classroom
Gymnasium

• DVD and music player, grippers
• BrainDance CD/DVD or Poster (F) (in Action Bin and  Action Pages!), Yoga CD/DVD (provided at

 select workshops)  
• Music: 65 Energy Blasts DVD, Kids in Motion CD, Cool Aerobics for Kids CD, Dance Party Fun CD

(in Action Bin and Action Pages!) and other popular music
• See more Recommended Resources p. 56

Brain Builders

• Use action breaks as brain builders throughout the day.
• Use action songs, BrainDance Moves (p. 48) or Energy Blasts (from 65 Energy Blasts DVD) at transition

times, and before or after periods of intense concentration.
• Include discussion about each health message included in the 65 Energy Blasts DVD. 
• See also Brain Energizers, Focusers, or Brain Gym Activities included in the Grades 4 to 7 section (p. 90).
• Implement 100 Actions on 100’s Day (p. 55).

Combine short songs with yoga, tai chi, stretching, BrainDance or grippers
to add up to 10 minute brain builder action breaks, 3 times a day.

Action Tips
• Ensure students have enough space to move without bumping into objects or others.
• Reinforce the benefit of movement in helping to re-energize the body and brain

throughout the day.

Flexibility � Strength

Gripping � Stretching � Centring 

CURRICULUM CONNECTIONS: P.13

FMS

DPA

DPA

2 Implementation

Equipment and Resources2

Inquire about Teacher Refresher Workshops and
Student Leadership Training at www.actionschoolsbc.ca2
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Use bean bags, scarves, paper balls and balloons to
 explore a variety of ways to throw and catch. These

 activities promote the development of hand-eye 
co-ordination, and the ability of the eyes to track and
focus. Throwing and catching from left hand to right

hand also enhances cross-lateral brain activity. 

• music player, paper balls, foam balls, balloons
• bean bags, scarves (in Action Bin)
• Music: Kids in Motion CD – Bean Bag Boogie I or II (in Action Bin and Action Pages!)
• HOPP, Active Playgrounds (F) (in Action Bin and Action Pages!)
• K-3 Games (F) (provided at select workshops and Action Pages!)
• See more Recommended Resources p. 56

Throwing, 
Catching,

Coordination

• Follow the voice prompts on the Kids in Motion CD (e.g. Bean Bag Boogie).
• Lead students through an exploration of ways to throw or catch objects. See Throwing, Catching, 

Coordination Top 10 Progressive Challenges (p. 51) and Action Tips below for teaching tips.
• Have students create their own ways of throwing or catching in small or large groups.
• Include throwing and catching activities as part of a classroom circuit or centre.
• Create dances with scarves, balls or bean bags by setting sequences, routines or patterns to music.
• Teach in physical education and practise in DPA time.

Participate for 10 minutes, 3 times a day.

Action Tips
• Catching – follow the object with the eyes, make a basket with the hands to catch balls and bean bags.
• Underhand Throwing – eyes on target, opposite foot forward to hand 

that throws, hand follows the  object pointing in the direction of the target.

Endurance � Flexibility � Strength

Throwing � Catching � Juggling 

CURRICULUM CONNECTIONS: P.13

FMS

DPA

DPA

2 Implementation

Equipment and Resources2

Inquire about Teacher Refresher Workshops and
Student Leadership Training at www.actionschoolsbc.ca2

Classroom OutdoorsGymnasium
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Throwing, Catching,
 Coordination

Bean Bags or Scarves

Top 10 Progressive Challenges

Throw and catch with two hands

Throw a little higher, catch with two hands

Throw, clap your hands, catch – how many times can you clap before you catch? 

Throw, touch the ground, catch

Throw, turn around, catch

Throw, catch in different positions – sitting, lying, kneeling

Throw and catch with one hand only, then with the other hand

Throw with one hand, catch with the other

Rainbow toss – toss from hand to hand over the head in an arching pathway

Throw under one leg and catch – right side, left side, throw under the leg from left to catch
right, then from right to catch left 


 Repeat above challenges with a partner.

Bean Bags 
BEAN BAG TARGET UNDERHAND TOSS:

• Use classroom objects as targets: pieces of paper, wastebaskets, chairs, milk crates, 
spot markers, or skipping ropes made into circles, shapes, numbers or letters.

• Practise counting by 2s, 3s, or 5s for each successful throw.

• Back Away – students gradually increase the distance by  stepping back from the 
target or partner with each successive throw. 

• Shower Curtain Target – shower curtain liners can be drawn on to create  numbered 
or lettered targets. Practise math skills and spelling with targets.

• Alphabet Game – play as a class, in small groups, or with partners. Students pass 
a bean bag, paper ball or foam ball to each other. For each successful catch the 
group recites the letters of the alphabet, or spells words.

Action Tips
• Underhand Throwing – eyes on target, opposite foot forward to hand that throws, 

hand follows the  object pointing in the direction of the target.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
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COORDINATION – BEAN BAG GAMES:

• Balancing Bean Bags – balance the bean bag (or other object) on 
different parts of the body, move around the room. Change body
position while balancing a bean bag on different body parts. 
Play Bean Bag Boogie on Kids In Motion CD.

• Bean Bag Sandwich – carry a bean bag by sandwiching it between two students – 
do races or relays.

• Enchanted Castle Game – students balance a bean bag on their heads, and using no
hands, move around the area designated as the enchanted castle. If the bean bag falls off,
the students are enchanted and frozen. Students may save others by  picking up their bean
bag and putting it on their head. Students can only move if their bean bag is on their head.

• Red Hot Bean Bag Tag – “Its” hold a red bean bag. If they can touch another  student with
the bean bag (holding on, not throwing) they give the bean bag to that student who
 becomes “it”.  Play outdoors with running. For classroom  activities use different locomotion
like hopping, jumping, crab walking, etc.

• Jumping Beans – practise jumping skills and Bounce-at-the-Bell jumps using bean bags
to jump over. Jump holding the bean bag between the knees.

Scarves 
THROWING AND CATCHING:

• Throw and catch the scarf on different parts of the body.

• Juggling lead ups:
– throw and catch with same hand, practise right and left.
– throw with one hand, catch with the other (throw the scarf upward and across 

the front of the chest).
• – throw and catch 2 scarves – explore possible variations and patterns.
• – continuous throw and catch with two scarves tracing an “x” pathway: throw right,

throw left, catch right, catch left.
• – use verbal cues “throw, throw, catch, catch”.

COORDINATION – EXPLORING PATHWAYS:

• Encourage total body action with these explorations, not only arm action.

• Imagining the scarf is a paint brush, paint different patterns or pathways in the
air – circles,  zigzags, straight lines, figure 8s, words.

• Use imagination to create and identify pathway ideas such as dragons, rainbows, rivers,
clouds, tornadoes, mountains, waterfalls.

• Trace numbers and letters using scarves, e.g. telephone numbers or names.

• Explore the pathway size and place (front, back, side, high, low).

• Create sequences of pathways.

• Accompany scarf pathways with music to create dances.

Inspired by Pat Parker, Action Schools! BC Regional Trainer
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Tai Chi is an ancient martial art, now practised
 worldwide for its health benefits. Many people 

practise the art of Tai Chi as a way of developing 
good posture and promoting skeletal and muscular

health, as well as focusing and calming the mind.

• DVD and music player
• bean bags, large soft balls
• Music: Yoga Kit for Kids Music for Yoga CD or Putumayo Yoga CD (in Action Bin and Action Pages!)

or other calm music
• Tai Chi Resources/DVDs (provided at select workshops and Action Pages!)
• See more Recommended Resources p. 56

Tai Chi

• Review/watch DVDs that demonstrate Tai Chi sequences alone or with students at first.
• Learn and perform the same sequence (8-Step Standing Sequence, p. 52), so it improves over time.
• Use student leaders to create and lead a sequence with younger students or in class with peers.
• Use calm relaxing music (a Yoga CD); set volume low.
• Breathe out on the push, and in on the pull (yin and yang) (p. 52).
• The flow of energy in a person’s body is called qi (pronounced jee).
• Use imagery to help with the movements (p. 52).

Perform a calming sequence for 5 minutes following a vigorous activity (chair aerobics).

Action Tips
• Perform Tai Chi on a regular basis integrating into your class schedule, in the gymnasium or outdoors.
• Perform Tai Chi before intense periods of concentration or stressful times for students.

Endurance � Flexibility � Strength

Centring � Balancing � Stretching
Floating � Sinking � Curling
Twisting � Turning

CURRICULUM CONNECTIONS: P.13

FMS

DPA

DPA

2 Implementation

Equipment and Resources2

Inquire about Teacher Refresher Workshops and
Student Leadership Training at www.actionschoolsbc.ca2

Classroom
Gymnasium

Outdoors
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Tai Chi
8-Step Standing Sequence
Flow through the steps slowly with emphasis on precise movement, proper alignment, calm 

breathing in and out, keeping head up and eyes focused and soft. Use imagery to help to flow 
like water through the poses. Repeat on each side.

Stand upright, hands on
waist, feet hip-width apart,

knees slightly bent

IMAGINE: still and 
sturdy like a tree

Shift weight onto 
left foot, touch right

toe on floor out
in front

IMAGINE: silent and 
soft like a cat

Raise right knee up 
to waist height, balance on 

left leg, stretch head upwards

IMAGINE: balanced and tall
like a stork

Keep weight on left, place 
right heel back down on the

floor in front of right shoulder

IMAGINE: firm and sure 
like a gymnast 

Move right foot to side,
bend knees in a wide 

crouch (sumo), weight
on both feet

IMAGINE: strong and
centred like a bear

Pivot both feet to
the right, reach both 

hands palms up to right, 
flow through  centre and

repeat other side

IMAGINE: graceful 
and soft like  ribbons

in the wind 

Keep feet together, circle arms
out to sides and down beside

the body, palms down

IMAGINE: slow and steady
like the setting sun

Bring right foot to 
meet left foot, raise 

arms out  to sides and up
to the sky, palms up

IMAGINE: smooth and
flowing like the rising sun

Adapted from Figueroa and Berwick, 2006
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10 Jumping
Jacks

____________________________________________________
NAME

completed 10+10+10+10+10+10+10+10+10+10 =____ actions on 100’s Day.

10 Marching
Steps

yyWay
to Go!

100 Actions on 100’s Day

10 Toe
Touches

10 Skips
with a Rope

10 Metre
Run

10 Hula
Hoop Spins

10 Throws
and Catches

with a Friend

10 Hops 
on 1 Foot

10 Ball
Bounces

10 Jumps
on 2 Feet
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Recommended Resources
Hop, Skip & Jump

1.  Active Playgrounds (F) (in Action Bin)

2.  Bounce-at-the-Bell Jumps Poster (F) (in Action Bin)

3.  Building Strong Bones & Muscles

4.  Chinese Jump Rope DVD/Book*

5.  DPA Pages! Skipping and School-Wide Activities
at  www.actionschoolsbc.ca

6.  Healthy Opportunities for Preschoolers and  
Primary (HOPP) (in Action Bin)

7.  HeartSmart Kids Brochure (in Action Bin)

8.  K-3 Games (F)*

Indoor Workouts & Circuits
1.  Chair Aerobics and Circuits and Stations Refresher 

Workshops and Student Leadership Training at
 www.actionschoolsbc.ca

2.  Cool Aerobics for Kids, Kids in Motion, Dance Party
Fun CDs; 65 Energy Blasts DVD (in Action Bin)

3.  Everybody Move! (2nd Ed) CD/DVD/Manual

4.  Exercise in Disguise (F) (in Action Bin)

5.  Head-to-Toe Stretch Poster (F) (in Action Bin)

6.  HOPP (in Action Bin) 

7.  Kids into Action CDs – Grades K-2, 3-5/The Circuit!  
Station Solutions CDs (F)*

Dance
1.  65 Energy Blasts DVD (in Action Bin)

2.  Everybody Dance! CDs/DVDs

3.  BrainDance CD/DVD*

4.  Creative Dance for all Ages CD

5.  Dance Refresher Workshop or DPA Pages! Dancing at
 www.actionschoolsbc.ca

6. Exercise in Disguise (F) (in Action Bin)

7.  HOPP (in Action Bin)

8.  Kids in Motion CD, Dance Party Fun CD (in Action Bin)*

9.  Putumayo World Music CDs*

10.  Step Lively 3 – Primary Dances/Dansez en Français

Playground Circuits, Tag, & Games
1.  Playground Circuit (F) (included in this  resource and at

www.actionschoolsbc.ca)

2.  DPA Pages! Outdoor Circuit Stations at  www.actionschoolsbc.ca

3.  Active Playgrounds (F) (in Action Bin)

4.  Exercise in Disguise (F) (in Action Bin)

5.  HOPP (in Action Bin)

6.  Outdoor Traditional Games or Circuits & Stations 
Refresher Workshops and Student  Leadership Training 
at www.actionschoolsbc.ca

7.  Playground Stencils

8.  Tag, Tag . . . and Even More Tag (F) (in Grades 4 to 7 Action Bin)

Stretching & Yoga
1.  DPA Pages! Dynamic Stretching at  www.actionschoolsbc.ca

2.  Head-to-Toe Stretch Poster (F) (in Action Bin)

3.  Yoga Resources/Cards/CD/DVD (in Action Bin)*

4.  Stretch Your Imagination Muscles Yoga Poster (in Action Bin)

5.  Yoga Refresher Workshop at  www.actionschoolsbc.ca

BrainDance
1.  BrainDance CD/DVD, Yoga CD*

2.  BrainDance Poster (F) (in Action Bin)

3.  Brain Builders Refresher Workshop at  www.actionschoolsbc.ca

4.  Brain-Compatible Dance Education

Brain Builders
1.  65 Energy Blasts DVD (in Action Bin)

2.  Active Playgrounds (F) (in Action Bin)

3.  Brain Builders, Yoga or Tai Chi Refresher Workshops at
 www.actionschoolsbc.ca

4.  Brain Energizers, Focusers and Brain Gym Activities
(in Grades 4 to 7  section)

5.  BrainDance CD/DVD*

6.  Brain Gym Resources

7.  Exercise in Disguise (F) (in Action Bin) 

8.  HOPP (in Action Bin) 

9.  K-3 Games (F)*

10.  Kids in Motion, Cool Aerobics for Kids, Dance Party Fun CDs
(in Action Bin)*

11.  Kids Into Action CDs/The Circuit! Station  Solutions CDs (F)* 

12.  Smart Fitness, Smart Foods Ages 4 to 9 CD/Manual

13.  Tai Chi Resources/DVD*

14.  Throwing, Catching, Coordination Top Ten Progressive  
Challenges (included in this resource)

*provided at select Action 
Schools! BC workshops

Find these resources 
in the Action Pages! at
 www.actionschoolsbc.ca

2



Healthy
BONES
Strong bones are built during childhood and

 adolescence.  Jumping, weight-bearing, and strength

training activities build strong skeletons, and  decrease

the risk of osteoporotic fractures later in life.

hop, skip & jump

4 to 7
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Skipping rope builds strong bones, develops muscle
 endurance, promotes healthy hearts, and increases  

coordination. Social and cooperative skills are
 incorporated in the many variations of skipping rope 

such as Chinese jump rope and long rope activities.

Gymnasium
Outdoors

• DVD and music player
• single skip ropes – 8’ (2.4m) (in Action Bin) adjust for height
• long skip ropes – 16’ (4.8m)
• Chinese jump ropes – 16’ (4.8m) (make your own with sewing elastic)
• Jump2bFit Manual/CD/DVD (F) (in Action Bin and Action Pages!)
• Active Playgrounds (F) (in Action Bin and Action Pages!)
• See more Recommended Resources p. 100

Skipping Rope

• Teach jump rope skills (long, single or Chinese) in Physical Education and practise during breaks.
• Teach Chinese jump rope (p. 59).
• Make ropes  available at recess, lunch, and to take home.
• Skip to the DVD, with the sound off, and play music with a good beat (use the Jump2bFit CD  included).
• Practise jumping rope inside without a rope.

Take a 10 minute skipping break just before recess or in between subjects. 

Action Tips
• Ensure proper footwear and tied laces.
• Have students spread out and keep their arms close to body when turning the rope.
• Use small bounces, rather than big jumps, and encourage a quiet landing by bending knees.
• To collect ropes without tangling, hold one handle up high and collect them like picking a 

bouquet of flowers.
• Hang ropes over a hook – tying a knot makes them hard to use.

Endurance � Strength

Jumping � Landing 

CURRICULUM CONNECTIONS: P.13

FMS

DPA

DPA

Equipment and Resources

Implementation

2

2

Inquire about Teacher Refresher Workshops and
Student Leadership Training at www.actionschoolsbc.ca2
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Chinese jump rope is a game enjoyed around the world
also known as  elastics or skip tape. It is typically played 

by 3 jumpers and begins with  following a jump pattern,
at a low level first, and is often  accompanied by a song

(chant/rhyme). The rope is moved higher and  higher
 making the  completion of the pattern more difficult.

Chinese
Jump Rope

• Refer to Active Playgrounds for rules and rhymes.

Learn the 6 basic jumps:
• Two participants stand facing each other with their feet apart 

and the rope around their ankles (see diagram).
• They back away from each other far enough for the rope to 

stretch and lift off the ground.
• The jumper begins by standing outside the elastic, facing either

 participant. The lines  represent the two parallel elastics of the Chinese jump rope.

Names and Words:  
• Using these basic jumps, the

jumpers can spell their names
(one letter per jump) or other 
words and jump out when finished.

• Move the rope up to the calves and then the knees etc. 
each time the routine has been performed successfully.

• Jumpers can add a jump/half turn between jumps.

Chinese jump rope for 10 minute action breaks, 3 times a day. Try with a buddy class.

Action Tips
• Ensure proper footwear and tied laces.
• Encourage a quiet two-foot landing by bending knees.

Endurance � Strength

Jumping � Landing � Turning 

CURRICULUM CONNECTIONS: P.13

FMS

DPA

DPA

• Chinese jump ropes – 16’ (4.8m) of elastic tied into a loop (in K to 3 or Middle School Action Bin 
or Outdoor Student Leadership Bags) or make your own with sewing elastic.

• Active Playgrounds (F) (in Action Bin and Action Pages!)
• Chinese Jump Rope DVD/Book (in K to 3 and Middle School Action Bin and Action Pages!)
• See more Recommended Resources p. 100

start

jump 1

jump 2

jump 3

jump 4

jump 5

jump 6

Gymnasium Outdoors

2 Implementation

Equipment and Resources2

Inquire about Teacher Refresher Workshops and
Student Leadership Training at www.actionschoolsbc.ca2
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Youth often do not experience the benefits of extra loads on
their skeletons through jumping. Bounce-at-the-Bell is a

 physical activity program loading students’ bones for
 osteogenic  benefits. Results from research projects indicate

positive benefits from an 8-month, school-based jumping
program involving 5 jumps, 3 times a day, 4 days a week.*

• bell, Bounce-at-the-Bell Jumps or Poster (in Action Bin and Action Pages!)
• See more Recommended Resources p. 100

• Use the Grades 4 to 7 jumps (p. 61) recommended or try any of the Grades K to 3 jumps (p. 22).
•  Photocopy  figures provided and display and/or display Bounce-at-the-Bell Jumps Poster.
• Jump the same as your age (i.e. if 6, then 6 jumps), 3 times a day, 4 days a week.
• Jump at the recess, lunch or end of day bells (or “bounce” at the drum).•
• Count the jumps out loud in unison. Count in other languages (e.g. French, Punjabi, Mandarin or a

First Nations language).
• Announce a school-wide bounce over intercom.
• Jump at the start of assemblies as part of a station, or as part of the playground circuit (p. 76). 
• Add a jump every month – see Progression Chart. 

Allow students to lead or select jumps as part of DPA. 

Progression Chart (example):

                                                 # of two-foot landing                       # of one-foot landing                            # of                            Total #
                                                 jumps (Jumping Jack                  jumps (Terrific Triathletes                   jumping                            of
         Month

                               Flash or Leapin’                                  or Knee Knocker)                            sessions                        jumps
                                                   Lizards) at each bell                                   at each bell                                    per day                        per leg

     October                                    5                                           10 (5 per leg)                                3                             15
   November                                  6                                           12 (6 per leg)                                3                             18
   December                                  7                                           14 (7 per leg)                                3                             21

*(Fishburne, G., McKay, H., & Berg, S. 2005)

Action Tips
• Get air when jumping – knees up.
• Use arms to help provide lift in the jumps.
• Land with bent knees.•

Endurance � Strength

Jumping � Landing 

CURRICULUM CONNECTIONS: P.13

FMS

DPA

DPA

Bounce-at-the-
Bell Jumps

2 Implementation

Equipment and Resources2

Classroom OutdoorsGymnasium
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Bounce-at-the-Bell Jumps

Adapted from Fishburne, G., McKay, H., & Berg, S. 2005
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Bounce-at-the-Bell Jumps

Adapted from Fishburne, G., McKay, H., & Berg, S. 2005
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Bounce-at-the-Bell Jumps

Adapted from Fishburne, G., McKay, H., & Berg, S. 2005
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Bounce-at-the-Bell Jumps

Adapted from Fishburne, G., McKay, H., & Berg, S. 2005



Healthy
HEART

Cardiovascular disease is the second leading 

cause of death in Canada. Physical activity can

 contribute to a healthy lifestyle and decreased risk of

heart disease. Regular participation in active games,

 individual  pursuits, and running or  walking will

 contribute to  students’ heart health. 

work it indoors & out

4 to 7
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Action Schools! BC Physical Activity Action Resource � 66

Indoor workouts get hearts pumping and  muscles
 moving developing aerobic fitness, muscle strength 

and  endurance. Workouts should keep  students moving
for 10 minutes or more and can easily be student-led.

Workouts can be followed by a cool-down stretch. 

• DVD and music player
• water (bottles on desks)
• 6 Fit Kids’ Workouts, 65 Energy Blasts, and Get Strong 101 DVDs; 

Head-to-Toe Stretch Poster (F) (in Action Bin and Action Pages!)
• Music: Jump2bFit CD (in Action Bin and Action Pages!)
• See more Recommended Resources p. 100

Indoor
Workouts

• Provide variety by selecting a different sequence each day or each week, or alternate the 
workouts with other activities.

• Have students create sequences using moves they learned from the resources.
• Perform the workouts in the space beside desk – no need to move furniture.
• Train student leaders to lead classrooms, assemblies or morning  sessions (e.g. Grades 4/5

Wednesdays and Grades 6/7 Thursdays).

Ten minute workouts (start with ones provided on the DVDs or in this resource) can be
conducted in the gym,  classroom, or multi-purpose room, before, during or after school
and include a 5 minute cool-down Head-to-Toe Stretch. Try outside on warm days!

Action Tips
• Encourage students’ creative input.
• Develop student leadership with peers or younger students.

Endurance � Flexibility � Strength

Marching � Swinging � Stretching 
Jumping 

CURRICULUM CONNECTIONS: P.13

FMS

DPA

DPA

Inquire about Teacher Refresher Workshops and
Student Leadership Training at www.actionschoolsbc.ca2

2 Implementation

Equipment and Resources2

Classroom
Gymnasium
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10 Minute Indoor Workout
Combine moves from a variety of sources to create quick, fun and easy to

lead workouts to music. Students find a space in the room and  perform each activity
for 15 seconds or 4 x 8 beats, then repeat sequence. Play 2 or 3 songs then, 

cool-down with Head-to-Toe Stretch. Great for student leaders!

� Funky March (FROM 65 ENERGY BLASTS DVD – ATHLETIC MOVES)
March in place. Add arms bending and extending at the elbow.

� Windmill Arms (FROM HEAD-TO-TOE STRETCH POSTER)
Circle arms forward in small circles, backward in small circles, then in large circles  forward,
then backward.

� Skipping Rope (FROM PHYSICAL ACTIVITY ACTION RESOURCE – SKIPPING ROPE)
Skip rope with an imaginary rope. Jump and land in different ways – 2 feet, 1 foot,  
forwards, backwards, sideways, zigzag and in different speeds – fast and slow.

� Raise the Roof (FROM 65 ENERGY BLASTS DVD – HIP HOP MOVES)
Place feet slightly apart, push hands upward to one side as if pushing the roof. Do 8  
pushes left, then 8 to the right, then 4 left and right, then 2 left and right, then 1.

� Terrific Triathletes (FROM BOUNCE-AT-THE-BELL)
Jump from side to side with full power. Lift legs backwards. Swing arms in rollerblading style.  

� Apple Picking (FROM BRAIN ENERGIZERS)
Alternate reaching up to the sky with left hand and right knee up; then right hand and left
knee up.

� Step-Touch (FROM 65 ENERGY BLASTS DVD – LATIN MOVES)
Step right, tap or touch left foot next to right, repeat in opposite direction. Add arm actions
of your choice or add a clap with the touch.

	 Squat Hops (FROM GET STRONG 101 DVD – LOWER BODY)
Start in low squat position (like sitting in a chair), arms bent in running position and jump
up through the toes. Land with bent knees in squat position, toe ball to heel. Repeat slowly
and smoothly. Look ahead.

	 COOL-DOWN: Head-to-Toe Stretch (see p. 79)
Stretch for 5 or 10 minutes.

	 Create Your Own!

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
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Action Schools! BC Physical Activity Action Resource � 68

Dance contributes to the development of body
awareness, coordination, creative expression, and 

cooperation and extensive fundamental 
movements. Vigorous dances provide hearts, 

muscles, and bones a workout too. 

Classroom
Gymnasium

• DVD and music player
• percussive instruments, scarves, ribbons, hats,  bean bags, etc.
• 6 FitKids’ Workouts DVD, 65 Energy Blasts DVD (in Action Bin and Action Pages!)
• Music: Jump2bFit CD (in Action Bin), Dance Party Fun CD (in K to 3 Action Bin), Crazy Frog Dance CD 

(in Student Leadership Bag), Putumayo World CDs (provided at select workshops) and other popular music
• Latin or African Deal-A-Dance Cards (provided at select workshops, online, or request from Support Team)
• See more Recommended Resources p. 100

Dance

• Learn traditional, folk, line, square or novelty dances. Check out YouTube, Action Pages! Dance 
Resources or Physical Education IRP for ideas.

• Use Dance Explorations Activity Ideas from K to 3 (p. 30).
• Integrate dance with other curricula (e.g. social studies, music). Have students  research and share

their traditional dances from their home cultures.
• Try set dances, creative dance, story dance.
• Try teacher led and student led choreography to a variety of music.
• Use the creative process of Explore, Select, Combine, Refine, Rehearse, and Present

(see template p. 69).

Take a dance action break before something intense like a quiz or use 
student leaders to lead dances in K to 3 classes on a weekly basis.

Action Tips
• Teach or have students learn one dance move, combine with other moves, take 

turns leading the group in each of the moves (see Teaching Creative Dance, p. 69).
• Use a variety of upbeat fun music to motivate and inspire.

Endurance � Flexibility � Strength

Leaping � Twisting � Sinking � Gliding 
Swinging � Spinning � Galloping
Curling � Turning

CURRICULUM CONNECTIONS: P.13

FMS

DPA

DPA

2 Implementation

Equipment and Resources2

Inquire about Teacher Refresher Workshops and
Student Leadership Training at www.actionschoolsbc.ca2
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Teaching Creative Dance
A Template for an African Dance

Use the 6 Fit Kids’ Workouts and 65 Energy Blasts DVDs to learn all of the African Dance moves 
(or latin, hip hop or sport dance). In groups of 3 or 4, sequence some of the selected moves to tell a story 

(e.g. the African butterfly heard the stomping hunters and then flew from the earth to the sky). Create 
and add more moves. Use props such as scarves, bean bags, hats, ribbons, percussive instruments etc. 

to shift focus away from the individual. Follow the eight steps in the creative process:

1
STEP Explore

Follow the five minute African Dance
workout on the 6 Fit Kids’  Workouts
DVD. Finish with a Head-to-Toe stretch
(pp. 79-80). 10 minutes

Celebrate!

2
STEP Explore

Follow the African Dance moves on the
65 Energy Blasts DVD (note there are
two new moves in addition to those
learned in Step 1.) 10 minutes

3
STEP Select

Hand out the African Deal-A-Dance
Cards one to each pair of students. 
Give them time to review and practise
their specific move. Form a large circle.
Play African music. Each group takes
a turn leading their specific move, 
while the rest of the group follows
the  leaders. 10 minutes

4
STEP Select

Brainstorm with the class other moves
that can be created within the African
theme – animal moves such as flamingo,
elephant, gazelle; weather themes such
as wind, thunder, rain; action themes
such as gathering, hunting, celebrating.
In small groups  students choose some
new actions, create the move, share and
practice to the music. 10 minutes

5
STEP Combine

In small groups, students create an African
Dance that tells a story. Each student
 contributes at least one move. Give an
 example if necessary. The elephants
stomped across the plains escaping the
 oncoming rainstorm (e.g. elephant, stomp,
rainstorm are the chosen  actions). Students
do their chosen moves one after the other
in a group sequence. 10  minutes

6
STEP Refine

Challenge students to do some of the
 following – add percussive sound (e.g. 
snap, clap, stomp, vocals etc.) to their
 sequences; do some moves on the spot
(non- locomotor) and some moves while
travelling (locomotor); add changes in
 direction, pathways,  levels; choose two or
more formations such as line, circle; choose
two or more relationships such as mirroring,
following, partners (see Dance Explorations
Activity Ideas, p. 30). 10 minutes

7
STEP Rehearse

Practice and refine the sequences preparing
to share with an  audience. 10 minutes

8
STEP Present

Each group performs their African Dance
sequence for the rest of the class, for a
buddy class, at a school assembly etc. 
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Perform active routines to music and get a
workout in and around a chair while developing

fundamental movements! Chair  aerobics is fun
and great for student leaders.

Classroom
Gymnasium

• DVD and music player, chairs
• Music:  Jump2bFit CD (in Action Bin and Action Pages!) or other popular music
• 6 Fit Kids’ Workouts DVD (in Action Bin and Action Pages!)
• Head-to-Toe Stretch Poster (F) (in Action Bin and Action Pages!)
• See more Recommended Resources p. 100

Chair Aerobics

• Use the workout routines provided with the music from the Jump2bFit CD or other music of 
similar tempo – 120-130 beats per minute.

• Challenge students to create new sequences in themes, (e.g. basketball, martial arts) and  
incorporate moves from the 6 Fit Kids’ Workouts DVD.

Play music for 10 minutes and have student leaders lead the class through a series of 
selected moves. Cool-down with a Head-to-Toe Stretch of 5 or 10 minutes (pp.  79-81).

Action Tips
• Position chairs so students can stretch out their legs (e.g. sideways to desk).
• Encourage good posture – sit on the edge of the chair with a straight back, hold chair  bottom 

with hands during the “legs” part of the sequence for support.
• Change movements on beats, at a natural break in the music, or on leader voice cues.
• Introduce movements at a slow tempo then increase tempo when movements are being

performed comfortably.

Endurance � Flexibility � Strength

Jumping � Walking � Stretching � Swinging 

CURRICULUM CONNECTIONS: P.13

FMS

DPA

DPA

2 Implementation

Equipment and Resources2

Inquire about Teacher Refresher Workshops and
Student Leadership Training at www.actionschoolsbc.ca2
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Chair Aerobics
Routines

HIKING
ARMS – arms reaching up (alternate) (sit)

LEGS – toe taps, knees high (alternate) (sit)

WITH CHAIR – stand and face chair, toe taps on chair seat (stand) 

ON THE SPOT – marching on the spot (stand)

SWIMMING
ARMS – front and back crawl 

LEGS – flutter kick

WITH CHAIR – sit and jump with arms up – bobbing

ON THE SPOT – butterfly arms and knees (6 FIT KIDS’ WORKOUTS DVD)

CYCLING
ARMS – arms roll uphill and downhill

LEGS – pedaling forwards and backwards 

WITH CHAIR – flat tire (tricep) push-ups

ON THE SPOT – unicycle jump twists

PADDLING
ARMS – canoe paddling (4 each side)

LEGS – kayak pedals 

WITH CHAIR – seated row

ON THE SPOT – portage, knee bends

CROSS TRAINING
ARMS – scissors overhead

LEGS – scissors waist high 

WITH CHAIR – sit and reach over and under chair

ON THE SPOT – jumping jacks

Inspired by Debbie Keel, Action Schools! BC Regional Trainer
See also Chair Aerobics Routines on p. 33
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Playground and tag games are highly active, easy to
 modify and  students can initiate them on their own after

learning some basics. Playground games help build
 foundational  movement skills, such as throwing,  catching,

running, seeking, chasing, dodging; and social skills such as
 conflict  resolution,  cooperation and fair play.

Gymnasium
Outdoors

• playground balls, sidewalk chalk, skip ropes, Chinese jump ropes (in Action Bin), tokens or
 markers, painter’s tape

• tag game options may include – pinnies (or coloured wrist bands), cones, balls, flags (tails),
 scooters, sponges, hula hoops, tape, pool noodles, clothes pins etc.

• Active Playgrounds (F), Great Gator Games (F), Tag, Tag . . . and Even More Tag (F) 
(in Action Bin and Action Pages!)

• See more Recommended Resources p. 100

Playground & 
Tag Games

• Paint the tarmac with colourful playground markings or use painter’s tape or sidewalk chalk
(see Active Playgrounds below). 

• Train playground supervisors and student leaders to lead games during recess and lunch. 
• Let student leaders pick and lead a new game from one of the easy-to-follow resources, each week.
• Ask students to share games from their home cultures (see Sticks, Hoop-and-Pole p. 74).
• Try the Playground Games Stations (p. 73), or Walking and Running School-Wide Programs (p. 101).
• Review Including Participants on the Playground (p. 10).

Plan 10 minute action breaks following a school assembly including a variety of
 playground games such as tag, four square,  wall and ball games, skip rope and chants. 

Action Tips
• Ensure students agree on rules prior to start of game.
• Teach “polite” tag; respectful touch.
• Change the “it” student frequently so everyone has a turn.
• Keep groups small for more play and less conflict.

Endurance � Flexibility � Strength

Throwing � Catching � Running 
Dodging � Stopping
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Inquire about Teacher Refresher Workshops and
Student Leadership Training at www.actionschoolsbc.ca2
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Playground Games 
Stations

Adapted from Dene Games: Cultural & Resource Manual, 1999

• 1-2 hula hoops                         • 2 long skip ropes
• 2 Chinese jump ropes            • 2 short skip ropes
• 10-12 bean bags                      • cones

Skipping Rope
(see p. 58)

Practise short or long
rope skipping. 

Chinese 
Jump Rope
(see p. 59)

Count successful
sequences.

Equipment

Sticks (see p. 74)

Try under hand and 
over hand throw. Hoop 

Catcher

Hoop 
Roller

Ro
lli

n
g

 H
o

o
p

 

Hoop-and-Pole (see p. 74)

Take turns rolling and throwing. 
1

2

3

4
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While different variations of common playground 
games are played all over the world, it can be interesting 

to learn about where specific games originated. Games 
involving sticks and targets, as well as hoops and poles,

were  popular with First Nations groups from the northern
 boreal  region of Canada. These traditional games can be

easily modified for implementation at school. 

• options may include – cones, bean bags, hula hoops, tape, sidewalk chalk, sticks
• Dene Games: Cultural & Resource Manual (Action Pages!)
• See more Recommended Resources p. 100

Sticks, Hoop-and-Pole

• Pre-teach games and then set up the Playground Games Stations (p. 73). 

Sticks – Traditionally this game was played using a target and each player would have a small stick. 
The object of the game was to throw the stick as close to the target as possible from an agreed upon
 distance. To play this game:
• Set up a target (e.g. cone, hula hoop, circle drawn with chalk) and use bean bags for throwing. 
• Try variations including, underhand throw, overhand throw, throwing from varying distances, etc. 

Hoop-and-Pole – Traditionally this game was played with a willow branch hoop and arrows or spears.
The object of the game was for one person to roll the hoop along the ground with players attempting 
to throw the arrows/spears through the rolling hoop. To play this game:
• Use hula hoops and bean bags to play.
• Play in groups of 5, with one hula hoop roller and 4 throwers lined up side by side (arms width apart)

and at a right angle to roller. As the hula hoop rolls down the line, each player attempts to throw a bean
bag through the hoop as it rolls by (see diagram p. 73). 

• Set up as a relay so that the hula hoop roller then becomes a thrower, with the last thrower in the line
picking up the hula hoop and running up to the front to become the hula hoop roller. 

Sticks and Hoop-and-Pole are great 10 minute activities for before/after recess 
or integrated into the games unit in Physical Education. 

Action Tips
• Play Sticks with younger buddy classes.
• Practise hula hoop rolling ahead of time. Try on different surfaces (gym floor, concrete, grass, gravel, etc.). 
• Play games in small groups for sustained action. 

Endurance � Strength � Flexibility

Running � Throwing � Rolling 
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Student Leadership Training at www.actionschoolsbc.ca2

Gymnasium
Outdoors
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Every school can have a Playground Circuit, unique to its
playground. Circuits have students running, skipping,

 hopping, jumping, weaving, and sidestepping around the
 playground area as well as over, under, around, through,

on and off the adventure playground structure.

• hula hoops, skip ropes, balls, ladders at stations, stopwatch (optional) 
• DPA Pages! Outdoor Circuit Stations at www.actionschoolsbc.ca
• Get Strong DVD – workout samples included (in Action Bin and Action Pages!)
• See more Recommended Resources p. 100

Playground Circuits

• Refer to Playground Circuit (provided by workshop trainer, see example included, p. 76,  and 
BC schools can find their circuit on www.actionschoolsbc.ca).

• No equipment or set-up necessary.
• Teachers should stand where all students can be seen.
• In pairs, one partner stays at the playground structure while the other travels the circuit. 

When the first partner returns he or she ‘high fives’ the partner who then begins the circuit.
• Allow students to create and map out their own circuit.
• Introduce Get Strong 101 Station – strength and conditioning moves to be performed for

30 seconds each (see Playground Circuit for example or refer to Get Strong 101 DVD). 
• Incorporate activity stations with equipment (skipping, throwing, juggling etc.).
• There is no ‘start’ or ‘finish’ (to avoid idle time) – just do it for a set time (e.g. 10 or 15 minutes).

Plan a 10 minute playground circuit action break to stimulate
the brain and motivate students to finish their work.

Action Tips
• Walk students through the first time.
• Add equipment or modify the circuit to keep students interested over time.
• Display circuit map in the classroom or on an inside window facing out so students can try

the  circuit before and after school or during recess and lunch.

Endurance � Flexibility � Strength

Running � Galloping � Skipping 
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Outdoors
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Healthy
MUSCLES

Muscle strength and flexibility enhance functional ability and

support life-long active living. Weight bearing and strength

 training activities exert forces on the bones  contributing to

healthy bone development. Stretching increases range of

 motion and contributes to muscle development.

stretch & strength

4 to 7
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• DVD and music player
• hand grippers (in Action Bin)
• Head-to-Toe Stretch Poster (F) (in Action Bin and Action Pages!)
• Get Strong 101 DVD – Stretching (in Action Bin and Action Pages!)
• DPA Pages! Dynamic Stretching at www.actionschoolsbc.ca
• See more Recommended Resources p. 100

Equipment and Resources2

Inquire about Teacher Refresher Workshops and
Student Leadership Training at www.actionschoolsbc.ca2

Stretching increases range of motion and blood flow
to the brain, contributes to muscle development, 

and  decreases risk of injury. Stretching provides an
 opportunity to practise breathing and relaxing that can
decrease stress and enhance body and self-awareness.

Classroom
Gymnasium

Outdoors

Stretching

• Display Head-to-Toe Stretch Poster so students can see the proper technique provided by 
the illustrations. This poster combines both static and dynamic stretches.

• Warm up before static stretching (e.g. 5 minute playground circuit or chair aerobics).
• Hold each static stretch for a count of 10 to 30 seconds and repeat each dynamic stretch to 10 times.
• During some stretches, squeeze a hand gripper to keep count.
• Have students take turns leading the stretch.
• Try the Dynamic Head-to-Toe Stretch (p. 81) as part of a warm-up to prepare muscles for more 

 physical activity.

Combine with another 5 minute activity (e.g. 5 minutes
chair aerobics then 5 minute Head-to-Toe Stretch, pp. 79-81).

Action Tips
• Make stretching a part of the daily class routine.
• Incorporate breathing (in through nose, out through mouth) and relaxation 

while stretching to decrease stress and embrace body awareness.
• Stretching should not hurt.

Flexibility � Strength

Stretching � Balancing � Twisting 
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Stretching keeps the body relaxed and flexible, reduces injury, and increases range of motion. 

Static stretching involves holding the body in a specific position for a short period of time whereas 
dynamic stretching involves slow and continual movement of the body in various positions. At the end 

of an activity or warm-up have participants work through the Static/Dynamic Head-to-Toe Stretch, 
holding each static stretch for 10 to 30 seconds and repeating each dynamic stretch 5 to 10 times. 

Or, as part of a warm-up, try the Dynamic Head-to-Toe Stretch p. 81.

STATIC/DYNAMIC

Head-to-Toe Stretch

1
Neck Side

Stretch
• Stretch ear towards

one shoulder.
• Extend opposite arm

slightly out from the
body and down.

• Hold stretch.
• Repeat on opposite side.

• Circle one arm slowly
 forward, then backwards.

• Keep body still.
• Repeat with opposite arm, 

then repeat with both arms 
at the same time.

• Try circling both arms in 
opposite directions, at the 
same time.

• Stand with legs hip-width apart,
knees loose.
• Extend both arms forward

(e.g. as if  hugging a tree).
• Clasp hands together with thumbs up

then rotate hands to point thumbs down.
• Lower head to look at belly button.

• Round shoulders.
• Hold stretch. Repeat.

2
Arm Circles

4
Chest

Stretch
• Stand with legs hip-width apart,

knees loose.
• Stretch chest by extending both

arms wide to the side.
• Gently stretch slightly past

 shoulders while holding chest
tall and strong. 

• Extend finger tips.
• Hold stretch. Repeat.

3
Upper Back

Stretch
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• Stand with legs shoulder-width
apart, knees loose.

• Extend one arm straight up
 overhead and lean slightly to the
opposite side. Support weight
with opposite arm on leg.

• Lean until a gentle stretch
is felt. 

• Hold stretch. Repeat on
 opposite side.

5
Side Trunk

Stretch
• Stand in front of  a chair with legs

hip width apart, knees loose.
• Place one leg on seat of  chair

and bend slowly forward from
waist until a gentle stretch is
felt in the back of  the leg
on chair. 

• Support body by placing
both hands on upper leg.

• Keep hips square and straight.
• Hold stretch. Repeat with opposite leg.

6
Hamstring

Stretch

• Step forward and
bend knee at 90 degrees.
• Align front knee

with front heel.
• Back knee gently

rests on the floor. 
• Support weight

on front leg,
chest tall.
• Hold stretch.
 Repeat with  opposite

leg.

7 Hip and
Quadriceps Stretch

• Face a partner
and touch hands
in a high five position.
• Grasp ankle and pull

the heel towards the
seat until a stretch

is felt in the thigh. 
• Stand tall.
Bent knee should

be pointing straight
down aligned with the knee
of  the opposite leg.
• Hold stretch. Repeat 

with opposite leg. 

• Place hands on hips and stand
with one foot ahead of  the other.

• Keep both heels flat to the floor.
• Slowly bend knee forward until

a gentle stretch is felt in the
back lower leg and heel of
both legs.

• Hold stretch. Repeat with
opposite leg. 

9
Calf Stretch

• Stand and rotate one ankle
on the ball of  the foot.

• Circle one way ten times,
then the other. 

• Repeat with
 opposite foot.

10
Ankle

 Rotations

8Quadriceps and
Shin Stretch

Full colour Head-to-Toe Stretch Poster available.
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• Drop chin to chest.
• Slowly rotate neck

 towards left shoulder, 
back to centre, 

repeat to the right.
• Keep shoulders

relaxed.

1

Arm Circles 
• Circle one arm slowly
 forward, then backwards.

• Keep body still.
• Repeat with opposite 

arm, then repeat with both
arms at the same time.
• Try circling both arms

in opposite directions, at
the same time.

2 Back and
Chest Stretch 

• Stand with feet hip-width
apart, knees loose.

• Cross (hug) arms in 
front of  chest.

• Slowly extend both 
arms out to the side and

back past shoulders.
• Keep arms at shoulder

height.
• Extend finger tips.

3

Side Bend
• Stand with feet slightly wider

than shoulder-width apart.
• Knees slightly bent and 

hands on hips.
• From waist, bend slowly to

one side, then the other.
• Do not lean forward or

 backwards while stretching.

4

Trunk Rotation
• Stand with feet shoulder-width

apart, knees slightly bent.
• Arms straight out by sides.

• Swing both arms in the
same direction.

• Slightly twist body in  direction
of  swing.

• Change directions.

5

Lower Back and
Hamstring Stretch

• Stand with feet 
slightly wider than

shoulder-width apart.
• Knees slightly bent and

arms straight out to sides.
• Lean forward, twist,

bring right hand 
towards left ankle.

• Return to standing, 
repeat on opposite side.

• Keep arms straight.

6

8
Forward Lunge
• Stand tall, hands on hips

or head for balance.
• Lunge forward with leg

and bend knee (90 degrees).
Align front knee with front heel. 

• Back leg bent 90 degrees, heel off  floor.
• Step back to return to standing.

• Repeat, switching legs.

Leg Swing
• Stand sideways to wall,
hand on wall for balance.

• Start with outside leg slightly
bent, swing forward and back.

Turn and repeat with other leg.
• Stand facing wall, knees slightly
bent. Slowly lift and swing one leg
out to side, then back across body.

• Do not twist torso. Repeat,
switching legs.

7

Squat

9
• Stand tall, feet shoulder-width

apart, arms out front for balance.
• Bend knees until thighs parallel 

to floor (sitting in chair).
• Knees over feet, weight on heels,

back straight, look ahead.
• Return to standing.

Ankle
Rotations

10
• Stand and rotate

one ankle on the
ball of  the foot.

• Circle one way ten
times, then the other.

• Repeat with opposite foot.

Inspired by Roberta Smith, Action Schools! BC Regional Trainer
See also DPA Pages! Dynamic Stretching at www.actionschoolsbc.ca

DYNAMIC

Head-to-Toe Stretch
Repeat each Dynamic stretch 5 to 10 times.
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Yoga is a system of total body movements that  incorporate
stretching and poses with breath,  relaxation and imagery.

Yoga develops body awareness and  improves  flexibility,
strength, balance and mental focus. Participating

in yoga often has a calming effect.

• DVD and music player
• Music: Yoga Kit for Kids Music for Yoga CD or Putumayo Yoga CD (in K to 3 Action Bin and 

Action Pages!), BrainDance CD (provided at select workshops and Action Pages!)
• Stretch Your Imagination Muscles Poster, Yoga Kit for Kids Cards or Yoga Pretzels Cards

(in K to 3 Action Bin and Action Pages!)
• Yoga in the Classroom DVD (provided at select workshops and Action Pages!)
• See more Recommended Resources p. 100

Yoga

• Reduce lighting, use calm relaxing music, and set the volume low.
• Introduce the poses one or two at a time (from any of the yoga resources or DVDs); gradually 

create a sequence of poses.
• Teach students to “listen” to their bodies and help them understand the healthy sensation

of stretching.
• Remind students frequently to breathe, learning to use breath to consciously relax

(e.g. in through nose, out through mouth).
• Try having “a Leader and a Reader”; one student leads the pose while another reads the poem

or  information on the back of the yoga cards. Switch roles.

Infuse yoga breaks (2-3 poses) into the day between subjects, particularly 
prior to lessons that require quiet, independent work.

Action Tips
• Incorporate yoga on a regular basis in your class schedule, or use yoga after intense

periods of concentration or stressful times for students.
• Start a yoga club before school or during lunch.

Flexibility � Strength

Centring � Balancing � Stretching 
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Student Leadership Training at www.actionschoolsbc.ca2
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Hand gripping exercises are a simple and effective 
way to improve grip strength, reduce playground 

injuries and build strength for activities using 
objects such as bats,  racquets, or sticks. 

Classroom
Gymnasium

• hand grippers – unique to Action Schools! BC (in Action Bin or inquire at info@actionschoolsbc.ca)
• exercise bands (in Action Bin)
• See more Recommended Resources p. 100

Grip 
Strengthening

• Use while spelling or studying vocabulary, reciting time tables or poetry, singing or
during silent reading.

• Squeeze to the beat of music.
• Play the game “buzz”: start counting at one – every time the number 7 or a multiple of 

7 is counted, change hands and say “buzz” instead of the number.
• Squeeze while watching a DVD; change hands when speakers change or the scene changes.

Take a 10 minute action break and pair students with grippers and exercise bands – 
one grips while the other performs  a band exercise, then switch.

Action Tips
• Can be used as a “stress” or “strength” gripper.
• Squeeze and hold or keep squeezing for a long time or in sets or repetitions:

– squeeze 5 times each hand – repeat 3 times
– squeeze once as hard as possible and hold for as long as possible!
– squeeze as many times as you can

• Hold grippers at different levels e.g. shoulder level.
• Store grippers in a small box/bag for easy access and maintenance.
• Wash with warm soapy water.

DPA

Flexibility � Strength

Squeezing � Gripping 
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Strength and conditioning moves are designed
to get every ‘body’ strong and feeling great fast!
These time efficient workouts can be teacher or
 student-led and are designed for the  classroom,

gym, multi-purpose room or outside.

• DVD player, timing device
• tape, hula hoops – to mark a ladder                                
• Get Strong 101 DVD (in Action Bin), Get Strong Circuit Station Signs (provided at select

 workshops or at www.actionschoolsbc.ca)
• Head-to-Toe Stretch Poster (F) (in Action Bin and Action Pages!)
• exercise bands (in Action Bin) (red for Grades 4 to 7; green or blue for Grades 7 to 9)
• See more Recommended Resources p. 100

Strength &
 Conditioning Circuits

• Choose a routine of 5-10 strength moves.  Have students review and practise these moves on the
Get Strong 101 DVD to master the proper techniques. Then begin with a 10 second time interval
for each move, slowly building up to a 30 second time interval.

• Train a select group of students in advance to lead students through the moves. 
Utilize this group of leaders to lead other classes.

• Teach the strength moves in Physical Education, practice in DPA.
• Incorporate the strength moves into a playground, classroom or gym circuit.
• Provide variety by introducing new moves slowly over time.

5, 10, or 15 minute workouts (p. 85) can be conducted in the 
classroom, gym, multi-purpose room or outside – before, during
or after school. The small space workouts are perfect for the classroom.

Action Tips
• Ensure students wear proper footwear and tied laces.
• Take time to learn the proper techniques of each strength move.
• Integrate exercise bands (included and on the Get Strong 101 DVD) into your workout  circuit.
• Cool-down with a 5 or 10 minute Head-to-Toe Stretch (provided on the Get Strong 101 DVD or 

the Head-to-Toe Stretch Poster or pp. 79-81).

Endurance � Flexibility � Strength

Jumping � Lunging � Balancing 
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Get Strong 101 DVD Workouts
These six workouts are great for the classroom, gym, multi-purpose room or  outside. 

The 5, 10 and 15-minute workouts have been designed for small and large spaces. All  workouts
include thirty second (:30) drills, and repeats. Use these workouts as a start, and then design 

some new ones. After each  workout, complete the ‘Stretching’  program provided on the 
DVD,  displayed on the Head-to-Toe Stretch Poster, or provided in this resource.

Small Space Workouts
FIVE MINUTES

1 Lower body standing lunge (left) :30 
2 Quickness foot tap x shuffle :30
3 Core trunk sit and rotate :30 
4 Upper body push up (your choice) :30
5 Quickness foot tap :30

REPEAT STEPS 1-5 using right leg
forward in standing lunge

TEN MINUTES
1 Balance 747 (left) :30 
2 Lower body squat hop :30
3 Agility sitting to stand up :30 
4 Quickness foot tap :30

REPEAT 1-4 using right leg in 747, REST :30

5 Upper body push up (your choice) :30
6 Upper body – pull in 1 arm with partner :30
7 Quickness foot tap switch :30 
8 Core hold table top :30

REPEAT 5-8

FIFTEEN MINUTES
1 Balance karate kid :30
2 Bands leg squat :30
3 Agility sitting to stand up :30 
4 Quickness foot tap-x shuffle :30

REPEAT 1-4, REST :30

5 Upper body push up (your choice) :30
6 Bands lat pull down :30
7 Quickness foot tap – tap :30 
8 Core trunk sit and rotate :30

REPEAT 5-8, REST :30

9 Bands shoulder side raise (left) :30
10 Bands shoulder side raise (right) :30
11 Core trunk knee drive :30 
12 Bands seated row :30

REPEAT 9-12

Large Space Workouts
FIVE MINUTES

1 Lower body walking lunge :30 
2 Lower body squat hop :30
3 Speed movement high knees :30  
4 Agility stand up – lying to stand up :30
5 Core hold ball push with partner :30

REPEAT 1-5

TEN MINUTES
1 Lower body 3-point lunge :30 
2 Speed ladder speed :30
3 Lower body single leg squat (left) :30  
4 Lower body single leg squat (right) :30

REST :30, REPEAT 1-4 

5 Agility ball flip and catch :30
6 Lower body sumo squat :30
7 Speed movement standing swing :30  
8 Balance figure 8’s :30

REST :30, REPEAT

FIFTEEN MINUTES
1 Agility ladder icky shuffle :30
2 Lower body sumo squat :30
3 Quickness foot tap-shuffle :30  
4 Speed movement butt kicker :30

REST :30, REPEAT 1-4

5 Upper body ball walkout push up :30
6 Lower body squat jump :30
7 Lower body standing ankle chop 1 (left) :30  
8 Lower body standing ankle chop 1 (right) :30

REST :30, REPEAT 5-8

9 Core hold table top :30
10 Total body overhead toss :30
11 Balance 747 (left) :30  
12 Balance 747 (right) :30

REST :30, REPEAT 9-12

Adapted from Get Strong 101 DVD
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Resistance training with bands is an
 excellent way to improve muscle fitness.
Muscle fitness includes muscle strength,

 endurance, power and flexibility. 

• DVD and music player
• exercise bands (in Action Bin) (red for Grades 4 to 7; green or blue for Grades 7 to 9) 
• Get Strong 101 DVD – Bands (in Action Bin)
• Music: slow tempo
• See more Recommended Resources p. 100

Exercising 
with Bands

• Review Safety Tips (p. 87).
• Review Band Exercises on Get Strong 101 DVD.
• Try the Bands Routines (p. 88). Later integrate bands into other workouts in the gym, indoor 

or outdoor circuits.
• Can be used in the classroom, but also as a station in the gymnasium or outside in a circuit.
• Practice spelling words while doing band exercises.

Combine 5 or 10 minutes of band routines (with music) with 5 or 10 minutes
of chair aerobics, skipping or a Get Strong 101 workout.

Action Tips
• Teach the concept of repetitions and sets within a routine.
• To extend life of bands, keep out of sunlight and freshen bands with talcum powder or cornstarch

when they get sticky.
• Combine the bands from other Action Bins to create class sets and rotate the bands amongst

the classes.

Endurance � Flexibility � Strength

Stretching � Twisting � Pulling 

CURRICULUM CONNECTIONS: P.13

FMS

DPA

DPA

Classroom
Gymnasium

Outdoors

2 Implementation

Equipment and Resources2

Inquire about Teacher Refresher Workshops and
Student Leadership Training at www.actionschoolsbc.ca2
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Safety Tips
for Exercising with Bands

Review Get Strong 101 DVD for proper technique and form.

*Ask Action Schools! BC Support Team or purchase from 
School Specialty Sportime at 1.866.519.2816 or www.schoolspecialty.ca/sportime. 

Ask about 5% discount for Action Schools.

Safety Tips BEFORE
using bands:

Check for latex allergies. 
Non-latex bands are
 available.* 

Exercise in a safe
space.

Tuck away or remove 
jewellery and large belts.

Store exercise bands
away from a heat source
or direct sunlight.  

Ensure everyone has
 adequate space to
  perform the exercises.

Remove rocks from soles 
that might rip bands.

1

2

3

4

5

6

Safety Tips WHILE
using bands:

Keep bands away from
loose hair.

Adjust the length of the band until some
tension can be felt by placing hands closer 
or further apart. Do not wrap around hands.

Perform all exercises in a slow, controlled
manner throughout the full range of  motion.
Play slow tempo music.

Hold the endpoint of each exercise for a
count of 2 then slowly lower the band to 
the start position.

Encourage students to breathe 
regularly.

Emphasize form, technique and good
 posture:

a) Seated Position: sit in a chair with knees
at 90 degrees, back straight and  abdominal
(stomach) muscles  contracted.

b) Standing Position: stand with feet
 shoulder width apart, knees slightly bent,
back straight and abdominal  muscles
 contracted.

Encourage students to work at their own
 individual levels. Avoid competition and
 comparison.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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Exercising with 
Bands Routines

• Complete one set of 5-10 repetitions for each
exercise, or repeat exercise for 30 seconds.

• Where appropriate, repeat on both sides of the body.

• Emphasize slow, controlled movements
with proper technique and form.

Crazy Raises
Shoulder Front Raise (seated or standing)

Shoulder Side Raise (seated or standing)

Leg Squat

Hard Pressed
Chest Press (seated or standing)

Chest Pull (seated or standing)

Tricep Extension (seated or standing)

Power Pulls
Bicep Curl (seated or standing)

Lat Pull Down (seated or standing)

Seated Row

Refer to Get Strong 101 DVD Workouts and 
Get Strong 101 Circuit for integrating bands into other 

strength and conditioning routines.

1

2

3
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SELF

Active, healthy kids are better learners. Movement serves

to  energize and activate the body, improve focus and develop

the brain. Physical activities develop fundamental movement

skills and promote positive social interactions, increasing

 students’ school connectedness and self-esteem.

brainiacs

4 to 7
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Short movement breaks energize and activate the
body and develop the brain. Actions accompanied

by music help to develop coordination, rhythm,
 sequencing and listening skills. All students benefit

from  frequent physical activity breaks.

Classroom
Gymnasium

• DVD and music player 
• balls, grippers, bean bags, scarves, exercise bands, footbags (in K to 3 or 4 to 7 or Middle 

School Action Bins)
• water (bottles on desk)
• stopwatch (optional)
• 65 Energy Blasts and 6 Fit Kids’ Workouts DVDs (in Action Bin and Action Pages!)
• See more Recommended Resources p. 100

Brain Builders

• Use action breaks as brain builders.
• Use Brain Energizers and Focusers (pp. 91-92), or Yoga (p. 82), Stretching (p. 79) or Tai Chi (p. 98) 

to  stimulate the brain or de-stress before a test or quiz.
• Try Brain Gym activities (pp. 93-94) – scarves are quiet and bean bags are safe and fun.
• Try Juggling – Hand & Foot (pp. 95-97).

Use 10 minute brain builder action breaks to start the day or refocus attention 
after working on  computers, before performances, or to refresh and rejuvenate 
throughout the day (e.g. chair aerobics, energy blasts, grippers, bands etc.).

Action Tips
• Ensure students have space to move without bumping into objects or others.
• Play music to further stimulate the environment.

DPA

Endurance � Flexibility � Strength

Running � Stretching � Swinging 

CURRICULUM CONNECTIONS: P.13

FMS

DPA

2 Implementation

Equipment and Resources2

Inquire about Teacher Refresher Workshops and
Student Leadership Training at www.actionschoolsbc.ca2
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Apple Picking
Fast pace; quick breathing. Stand in

place; reach for the sky. Alternate with
left hand and right knee up;  then right

hand and left knee up.

1

Run and Touch
 Scavenger Hunts
Fast pace; quick breathing. 
Find and touch 5 objects 
(colours, locations, etc.). 
Create  variations on the theme.

2

Cross-Laterals
Moderate pace; slow, deep breathing. 

Stand in place, touch opposite elbows,
then shoulders, knees, ankles, and hips.
 Create variations (e.g. elbows to knees

or hand to foot behind body).

3

Infinity Move
Stand in place; slow deep breathing.
Clasp hands in front; now soar left
and right, high and low, making
horizontal figure eights.

4

Adapted with permission. Jensen, E. Learning with the Body in Mind, 2000.

Brain Energizers
Allow 30 seconds for activities 1 to 6 and repeat 3 times.

Then allow 60 seconds for activities 7 and 8.
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Sky Stretchers
Stand in place; slow, deep breathing. Slowly stretch
upwards. First raise arms, then stretch and rise up
onto the toes. Hold for 5  seconds, then release.

5

Circulation Boosters
Sit with legs stretched out in a relaxing
position. Using both hands, gently
 massage eyes, ears, and forehead. Inhale
and exhale with slow, deep breaths.

7

Mind Calmers
Sit with legs crossed and hands clasped.

Inhale slowly; exhale slowly.

8

Mind Openers
Stand in place with legs spread

as wide as possible; take slow,
deep breaths. Slowly stretch

arms to the side; arch back,
 extend and hold for 5 seconds,

then release.

6

Adapted with permission. Jensen, E. Learning with the Body in Mind, 2000.

Brain Focusers
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Brain Gym 
Bean Bag Stunts

Adapted from www.movementandlearning.com.au

Under the Leg
and In the Air
• Bean bag in right hand. 

Lift right leg and toss 
bean bag under and up.

• Catch with right hand. 
Repeat 10 times.  Repeat with left side.

• Lift right leg and toss bean bag with 
right hand under, up and over to the left
hand to catch.  Repeat with opposite side.
Repeat 10 times.

• Lift right leg, cross midline with left hand
and toss bean bag under leg. Catch with
right hand.

Rainbow Toss
• Toss bean bag from hand to hand above

the head.  Arms at shoulder height.
– start with head and eyes following,
–  then head stationary and eyes  following,
– then focus on a point on the ceiling and

watch the bean bag in your peripheral 
vision, and

– then toss and catch with eyes closed.

Orange Drop
• Face a partner with arms outstretched 

in front.
• Hands level, palms down.
• First person drops the bean bag.  
• Partner quickly squats and catches the 

bean bag.

Over the Falls
• Right hand drops the bean bag

over the right shoulder.
• Left hand catches bean bag

 behind the back.  
• Repeat with the left hand.

Behind the Scenes
• Left foot steps forward.  
• Right hand tosses bean bag up, over 

and behind the head.
• Left hand reaches behind and catches 

bean bag.  
• Repeat, starting with right foot forward 

and left hand tossing.
• Watch the bean bag as it goes up

and over.

Head to Feet
• Place bean bag on head.
• Tilt head to drop bean bag.
• Catch it with a foot or on a knee.
• Alternate feet or knees.
• Can be done to the back.

1

2

3

4

5

6
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Bean Bag Stunts
Throw and catch with both hands
then one hand. Throw high, throw
low, throw in the front and back.

Throw, touch the ground, catch.

Throw, turn around (and touch the
ground), catch.

Throw, clap, cross touch shoulders, 
touch head, catch. Count how many
 actions can be performed before 
catching. 

Throw and catch in different positions 
(sitting, lying, kneeling). For example: lie 
down, throw, stand up and catch or
 assume a crab walk  position; throw with
one hand, catch with the other. 

Stand with legs apart, reach high, drop 
the bean bag behind the body. Catch
bean bag by bending forward and
 reaching  between the legs.  

Stand astride, place bean bag on head,
tilt head forward.  Pick up bean bag
keeping legs straight and feet still. 

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Adapted from Ever Active . . . Everywhere, Bean Bag Stunts

Bean Bags and 
Discs or Scarves

Place bean bag on disc, flip disc 
and catch bean bag with other 
hand (or disc). 

Place bean bag on foot, flip up and 
catch with disc. 

Play catch with a partner, 
catching with a disc.

Repeat above using a scarf. 

Invent variations and share them 
with the class. 

1

2

3

4

5
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Use bean bags, scarves and paper balls to provide a 
safe yet powerful brain builder. These activities develop

agility, hand-eye coordination, and the ability of the
eyes to track and focus. Juggling with the hands or 

feet promotes a “right brain break in the left brain day”
and also enhances cross-lateral brain activity.

• bean bags, scarves, discs, footbags (a.k.a. hacky sacks) (in Middle School Action Bin)
• paper balls, foam balls, balloons, etc.
• music (optional)
• The Joy of Juggling: The Book, Juggletime DVD (in Middle School Action Bin and Action Pages!)
• Active Playgrounds (F) (in Action Bin and Action Pages!)
• See more Recommended Resources p. 100

Juggling –
Hand & Foot

• Lead students through the skill development steps and activities of juggling (p. 96).
• Start with scarves (3 different colours) when juggling and then progress to bean bags, 

bean balls, rings, clubs, etc.
• Demonstrate each step allowing lots of practice time at each step. 
• Slow down pattern, use verbal cues and correct bad habits immediately.
• Use music to sustain juggling for longer periods of time.
• Encourage students to set up a juggling or foot bag club.

Practice juggling skills for 10 minutes challenging each student to set a personal best record.

Action Tips
• Juggling – Try Cascade juggling with one scarf, then 2, then 3 scarves (p. 96).
• Footbagging – Learn the three basic skills: toe kicks, inside foot and outside foot (p. 97).

Endurance � Flexibility � Strength

Catching � Centring 

CURRICULUM CONNECTIONS: P.13

FMS

DPA

DPA

Classroom
Gymnasium

Outdoors

2 Implementation

Equipment and Resources2

Inquire about Teacher Refresher Workshops and
Student Leadership Training at www.actionschoolsbc.ca2
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Juggling Skills – Hand
Steps to Juggling – Scarf

THE CASCADE – ONE SCARF

• Hold one scarf in the centre in the “ghost”
like position (see diagram).

• Lift arm high across chest. 
• Toss the scarf with palm out, like waving

 goodbye. 
• Reach high up with other hand and catch

straight down. 
• Claw like a lion. 
• Now raise that arm across in the other

 direction. 
• Claw downward again. 
• Repeat over and over following a figure 

8 or infinity sign path.  Throw across and 
catch down. 

• Say verbal cues “toss, grab!”

THE CASCADE – TWO SCARVES

• Hold a scarf in each hand in the “ghost”
 position. 

• Toss the first scarf across the chest, like before.
When it gets to the top look at it.  

• Throw the second scarf across the body in the
opposite direction. The scarves make an “x”
across the chest. 

• Say verbal cues “toss, toss, catch, catch” or  
“criss-cross applesauce” to emphasize the
rhythm.

THE CASCADE – THREE SCARVES

• Hold one scarf in each hand and a third 
scarf in the fingertips of one hand: this is 
the scarf you will throw first. 

• When #1 gets to the top, throw #2 from the
other hand. 

• As the hand comes down from throwing #2, 
it catches #1. 

• When #2 gets to the top, throw #3.  It goes
across on the same path as #1. 

• As the hand comes down from throwing #3, 
it catches #2, and you throw #4 (which is #1
coming around again). 

• Just keep alternating hands.
• Say cues “1, 2, 1, 2”,  left, right, left, right.

Variations: Try the reverse cascade, columns 
and others.

Adapted from The Joy of Juggling: The Book
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Juggling Skills – Foot
Footbag

DESCRIPTION

The footbag, known to many as the hacky 
sack, is a small round object which is kicked in 
a  number of activities and games. Players are
 encouraged to use their legs and feet to keep
the footbag aloft for as long as possible.  The
players may also contact the  footbag with their
head, knees, or upper torso.  Hands and arms
may not be used.

SKILLS

Toe Kick: refers to kicking with the toes curled
inside the shoe.

Inside Kick: refers to using the inside of the 
foot by bending the knee outwards and lifting
the foot in front of the body to provide a flat
kicking space.

Outside Kick: refers to using the outside of the
foot by twisting at the knee and offering the
outside of the foot out to the side of the body
as a flat space.

ACTION TIPS  

• The higher the footbag is kicked the more
time there is to plan the next hit.

• Footbags can be easily made by hand using
a nylon stocking and dried beans.

• Play music to provide an invigorating and
 supportive environment or to create routines.

ACTIVITIES 

Consecutive kicks, timed consecutive kicks or
pairs consecutive kicks. 

Freestyle: Kicking the bag between friends is
most frequently played by beginners who
use it to hone their skills and gradually learn tricks.
With experience, players work up to “net.”

Footbag net: a volleyball type game played 
with a bag back and forth over a net (tennis) or a
line on the ground. In a net game, footbag skills
are challenged as teams score points. The game
 consists of four players, two on each side, and 
uses a point system similar to that of volleyball.

Footbag golf: The object of golf is to traverse 
a course from beginning to end in the fewest
number of kicks of the footbag. Each kick is made
from where the footbag came to rest after the 
last kick. Footbag golf can be as challenging as
any of the other footbag games, but it is the
 easiest to learn, because players are not required
to link consecutive kicks.

Footbag Frenzie: Try to keep the footbag aloft
for as long as possible in pairs or larger groups.

Footbag Mania: Let players practise solo. Then
practise with a partner and together keep one
footbag in the air. Then make groups of three and
try to keep two footbags in the air. Then add a
third bag.
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Tai Chi is an ancient martial art, now practised
 worldwide for its health benefits. Many people 

practise the art of Tai Chi as a way of developing 
good posture and promoting skeletal and muscular

health, as well as focusing and calming the mind.

• DVD and music player
• bean bags, large soft balls
• Music: Yoga Kit for Kids Music for Yoga CD or Putumayo Yoga CD (in Action Bin and Action Pages!)

or other calm music
• Tai Chi Resources/DVDs (provided at select workshops and Action Pages!)
• See more Recommended Resources p. 100

Tai Chi

• Review/watch DVDs that demonstrate Tai Chi sequences alone or with students at first.
• Learn and perform the same sequence (see 8-Step Standing Sequence, p. 99), so it improves over time.
• Use student leaders to create and lead a sequence with younger students or in class with peers.
• Use calm relaxing music (a Yoga CD); set volume low.
• Breathe out on the push, and in on the pull (yin and yang).
• The flow of energy in a person’s body is called qi (pronounced jee).
• Use imagery to help with the movements.

Perform a calming sequence for 5 minutes following a vigorous activity (chair aerobics).

Action Tips
• Perform Tai Chi on a regular basis integrating into your class schedule, in the gymnasium or outdoors.
• Perform Tai Chi before intense periods of concentration or stressful times for students.

Endurance � Flexibility � Strength

Centring � Balancing � Stretching
Floating � Sinking � Curling
Twisting � Turning

CURRICULUM CONNECTIONS: P.13

FMS

DPA

DPA

2 Implementation

Equipment and Resources2

Inquire about Teacher Refresher Workshops and
Student Leadership Training at www.actionschoolsbc.ca2

Classroom
Gymnasium

Outdoors
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Tai Chi
8-Step Standing Sequence
Flow through the steps slowly with emphasis on precise movement, proper alignment, calm 

breathing in and out, keeping head up and eyes focused and soft. Use imagery to help to flow 
like water through the poses. Repeat on each side.

Stand upright, hands on
waist, feet hip-width apart,

knees slightly bent

IMAGINE: still and 
sturdy like a tree

Shift weight onto 
left foot, touch right

toe on floor out
in front

IMAGINE: silent and 
soft like a cat

Raise right knee up 
to waist height, balance on 

left leg, stretch head upwards

IMAGINE: balanced and tall
like a stork

Keep weight on left, place 
right heel back down on the

floor in front of right shoulder

IMAGINE: firm and sure 
like a gymnast 

Move right foot to side,
bend knees in a wide 

crouch (sumo), weight
on both feet

IMAGINE: strong and
centred like a bear

Pivot both feet to
the right, reach both 

hands palms up to right, 
flow through  centre and

repeat other side

IMAGINE: graceful 
and soft like  ribbons

in the wind 

Keep feet together, circle arms
out to sides and down beside

the body, palms down

IMAGINE: slow and steady
like the setting sun

Bring right foot to 
meet left foot, raise 

arms out  to sides and up
to the sky, palms up

IMAGINE: smooth and
flowing like the rising sun

Adapted from Figueroa and Berwick, 2006
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Recommended Resources
Hop, Skip & Jump

1.  Active Playgrounds (F) (in Action Bin)

2.  Bounce-at-the-Bell Jumps Poster (F) (in Action Bin)

3.  Building Strong Bones & Muscles

4.  Chinese Jump Rope DVD/Book*

5.  DPA Pages! Skipping and School-Wide Activities
at  www.actionschoolsbc.ca

6.  HeartSmart Kids Brochure (in Action Bin)

7.  Jump2bFit Double Dutch Manual/DVD/CD/Posters

8.  Jump2bFit Manual/CD/DVD (F) (in Action Bin)

Indoor Workouts & Circuits
1. 6 Fit Kids’  Workouts, 65 Energy Blasts DVDs (in Action Bin)

2.  Chair Aerobics and Circuits and Stations Refresher 
Workshops and Student Leadership Training at
 www.actionschoolsbc.ca

3.  Cool Aerobics for Kids, Kids in Motion, Dance Party Fun CDs
(in K to 3 Action Bin); 65 Energy Blasts DVD (in Action Bin)

4. Crazy Frog Dance/Dance Party Fun/All-Time Favorite Dances/
Everybody Dance CDs/DVDs/Guides*

5. DPA Pages! Bands at www.actionschoolsbc.ca

6.  Everybody Move! (2nd Ed) CD/DVD/Manual

7.  Exercising with Bands (included in this resource)

8. Fun Classroom Fitness Routines Ages 10 to 14 DVD

9. Get Strong 101 DVD (in Action Bin) and Get Strong 101  DPA
Pages! and Circuit Station Signs (F) at www.actionschoolsbc.ca

10. Head-to-Toe Stretch Poster (F) (in Action Bin)

11. Jump2bFit CD (in Action Bin)

12.  Kids into Action CDs – Grades K-9/The Circuit! Station
Solutions/Sport Circuit CDs (F)*

Dance
1.  65 Energy Blasts DVD (in Action Bin)

2. Crazy Frog Dance/Dance Party Fun/All-Time Favorite Dances/
Everybody Dance CDs/DVDs/Guides

3.  Creative Dance for all Ages CD

4.  Dance Refresher Workshop or DPA Pages! Dancing at
 www.actionschoolsbc.ca

5.  Everybody Dance! CDs/DVDs

6.  Kids in Motion CD, Dance Party Fun CD (in K to 3 Action Bin)

7.  Putumayo World Music (African/Latin) CDs*

Playground Circuits, Tag & Games
1.  Active Playgrounds (F) (in Action Bin)

2. Children’s Games from Around the World

3. Chinese Jump Rope DVD/Book*

4. Dene Games: Cultural & Resource Manual*

5. DPA Pages! Outdoor Circuit Ideas at www.actionschoolsbc.ca

6. Get Strong 101 DVD – Fun & Games, Sample Workouts
(in Action Bin)*

7. Great Gator Games (F) (in Action Bin)*

8.  Outdoor Traditional Games or Circuits and Stations 
Refresher Workshops and Student  Leadership Training 
at www.actionschoolsbc.ca

9.  Playground Circuit (F) (included in this  resource and at

 www.actionschoolsbc.ca)

10.  Playground Stencils

11. Snow Fun! Favourite Canadian Winter Activities 

12. Station Games

13.  Tag, Tag . . . and Even More Tag (F) (in Action Bin)*

14. Zany Activities with Panty Hose, Boxer Shorts and Leotards

Stretching & Yoga
1. 6 Fit Kids’ Workouts DVD (in Action Bin)*

2.  Circuits and Stations, Creating Movement Sentences or 
Yoga Refresher Workshops at  www.actionschoolsbc.ca

3.  DPA Pages! Dynamic Stretching at  www.actionschoolsbc.ca

4. Get Strong 101 DVD – Stretching (in Action Bin)

5.  Head-to-Toe Stretch Poster (F) (in Action Bin)

6. Heart Healthy Kids: Daily In-Class Physical Activities for K-6

7.  Yoga Resources/Cards/CD/DVD (in K to 3 Action Bin)*

Brain Builders
1.  65 Energy Blasts DVD (in Action Bin)

2.  Active Playgrounds (F) (in Action Bin)

3.  Brain Builders, Yoga, Juggling or Tai Chi Refresher 
Workshops at  www.actionschoolsbc.ca

4.  Brain Energizers, Focusers and Brain Gym Activities
(included in this resource)

5.  BrainDance CD/DVD*

6.  The Joy of Juggling: The Book (in Action Bin)

7.  Juggletime DVD* 

8.  Juggling: From Start to Star

9.  Kids Into Action CDs/The Circuit! 
Station  Solutions/Sport Circuit
CDs (F)* 

10.  Learning with the Body in Mind

11.  Tai Chi Resources/DVD*

*provided at select Action 
Schools! BC workshops

Find these resources 
in the Action Pages! at
 www.actionschoolsbc.ca

2
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Walking and Running
School-wide Activities

Try these school-wide physical activities to energize 
students, cultivate school spirit, and engage families 

and community before, during, and after school.
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Pedometer Programs 
A pedometer counts the number of steps an individual takes. By keeping track 

of steps, students can learn how much movement they complete in a day as a result of all
their activities. The pedometer can then be used to help students set and reach activity

goals. Pedometers are simple, cost effective, lightweight, and  unobtrusive tools for 
assessing movement, and are easy for students to use and interpret.

GETTING STARTED

• 6-12 year olds should average between
11,000 and 15,000 steps per day.

• Adults should set a goal of 10,000 steps
each day.

• Start with primary grades, chart their steps,
then the intermediate grades, and lastly
the staff. Post chart in hallway and motivate
grades to reach a school goal. How far did
the school walk?

• It is not recommended that pedometers go
home.

EQUIPMENT AND RESOURCES

• Store one class set of pedometers to share in
school library to sign out (Action Pages!)

• Step into Action Pedometer Teacher’s 
Resource Manual/DVD/Website (in Middle
School Action Bin and Action Pages!)

• Exercise in Disguise (F) (in K to 3 Action Bin
and Action Pages!)

• StepsCount Teacher and Pedometer Toolkit
(Action Pages!)

• See more Recommended Resources, p. 56
and p. 100.
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Kilometre Clubs 
Kilometre Clubs are simple, rewarding and fun. Kilometre clubs offer the school

community an opportunity to improve their fitness and develop healthy habits that last a
lifetime. Clubs contribute to healthy schools as students, teachers, administrators, parents

and volunteers participate in an inclusive and safe physical activity together.

GETTING STARTED

With little preparation anyone can coordinate a
Kilometre Club as a class or school-wide:

• Recruit volunteers to help with supervision –
school staff, family members or Student
 Leaders

• Try Fall and/or Spring – before, during or after
school, at lunch and/or recess

• Record by time: 30 minutes – 3 times a week
for 6-8 weeks (e.g. Monday-Wednesday-Friday)

• Record by distance: 1-3 km per day for 6-8
weeks (e.g. 9 laps of playing fields equal 3 km)

• Set a circular course that allows the
 supervision of all participants at all times

• Calculate the distance of one lap of the course
• The course can be an outdoor running track,

field, or around the school

GOAL SETTING

• Realistic and achievable individual and group
goals can help participants stay enthusiastic
and motivated. They will also foster a sense of
accomplishment, school spirit and inspire

 participants to set new goals for the next
 Kilometre Club.

KEEPING TRACK

• Keep track of distance travelled or track 
the amount of time active 

• Have a volunteer stay at the start/finish to
hand each student a ticket each time the

 student completes a lap
• After 30 minutes, count up each student’s

 tickets and record number in logbook
• Have volunteers assist to ensure accuracy

Modifications:
• Vary the size, shape, or direction of the course
• Vary the mode of locomotion for every other

lap, e.g. skipping, walking, sidestep, etc.
• Run with a partner, as part of a group, or 

as a class
• Have game breaks, where participants take a

break from the course to play active games,
e.g. complete two laps, and then play a tag
game

• Incorporate a theme like Halloween or a
 special event like the Terry Fox Run 

KILOMETRE CLUB TYPES

Action Schools! BC Sneaker Club (pp. 105-107)
Every time a student completes a determined
number of minutes (e.g. 5, 10, 30) of physical
 activity outside of physical education, whether
it is in the classroom, before school, after 
school, at home or with family and friends, 
one section of the shoe is coloured in. After 
a total amount of hours of physical activity 
the shoe is completely coloured and can be
posted around the class or school-wide. 

Walking Staff Meeting 
Whole school or groups of classes walk –
 students one way and staff the other. Watch
 students while “talking and walking” with
 colleagues. 

Lap the World  
Begin by choosing a province or country 
that kids can “travel” to. Kids walk, jog, run or
wheel around a track or course and record the
distance completed. Keep track of the total
 kilometres covered by each class and the entire
school and track the distance on a map. 
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Mega Marathon 
The Mega Marathon begins with the entire
school completing 3 kilometres together. 
Over 6 weeks, students chart their distances
completed whether it is running, walking or
wheeling the designated distance. At the 
end of 6 weeks, the students complete 3
 kilometres together and are recognized
for their distances achieved.  

BEST PRACTICES

Warm-up and Cool-down:
• Emphasize that warm-ups and cool-downs

are healthy habits of a Kilometre Club. Tag
games are a great way to get the body moving,
especially for younger children. The Head-to-
Toe Stretch Poster demonstrates 10 stretches
to perform after a warm-up.

Safety: 
• Walk the group through the route the first

time so everyone is familiar and safety is
noted. Volunteers should be able to see
 participants at all times. A buddy system can
ensure participants are never running alone.

Pacing for Primary:
• Primary children tend to run with bursts of

speed and then stop. Teach the differences in
speed between sprinting, running, jogging and
walking.

• Primary children tire quickly and recover
quickly. Encourage them to cover distances
using different speeds.

• Have an older student act as a pace setter;
younger students must follow and not pass.

• Students can also run/walk/jog/wheel with a
partner – one follows the other, the leader sets
the pace, leadership may change at
 determined points (use cones, markers,
 landmarks or laps).

Clothing:
• Inform participants to consider the weather

and temperature when deciding what to wear.
Layers are always a good idea. Running shoes
with laces tied are required.

Nutrition and Hydration:
• Take the opportunity to educate participants

and parents about the importance of good
 nutrition. Encourage participants to drink
 adequate water before, during and after
 physical activity.

EQUIPMENT AND RESOURCES

• stop watch, tickets, log book 
• tape measure, measuring wheel or pedometer
• by class or school logging chart
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Sneaker Club 

Use the Sneaker Log to keep track of the
 physical  activities you do in class (except for 
Physical Education) and those you do on your
own each day.

Read the list of physical activities below and
mark an ‘X’ by which ones you think you can 
do during Sneaker Club time. Brainstorm any
 activities that are not on the list.  If you think 
you are going to do that activity – add it to 
the list in the space marked “Other”.

Get active! Remember to be safe (e.g. 
wearing helmets and protective pads) and 
have fun!

Log every 5 minutes (or any pre-determined
time) of  physical activity on the Action Minutes
chart  provided by circling, crossing out or
 colouring a box.

For every 30 minutes (or any pre-determined
time) of  activity you complete, colour in one
 section of your Action Sneaker.

When you have completed all the minutes
(WOW!) of activity on your Sneaker Log, give
it to your teacher to be stamped. At this time,
you should also be finished colouring in your
Action Sneaker! Your teacher will post your
sneaker for everyone to see.

1

2

3

4

5

6

How to Use the Action Schools! BC Sneaker Log

� Badminton

� Baseball/Softball

� Basketball

� Biking

� Curling

� Dancing

� Field Hockey

� Gymnastics

� Hiking

� Horseback Riding

� Hopscotch

� Ice Hockey

� Ice Skating

� In-line Skating

� Jogging

� Lacrosse

� Martial Arts

� Ping-Pong

� Playground Play

� Racquet Sports

� Raking Leaves

� Rugby

� Scootering

� Shoveling

� Skateboarding

� Skiing

� Skipping

� Snowboarding

� Snowshoeing

� Soccer

� Strength Training

� Swimming

� Track & Field

� Ultimate

� Volleyball

� Walking

� Yard Work

� Other: 

� ________________

� ________________

� ________________

� ________________

� ________________

� ________________

� ________________

� ________________

� ________________

� ________________

� ________________

� ________________

Sneaker Club Physical Activities:
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Sneaker Log
Action Minutes! 

Hand in your completed 

Action Sneaker to your

teacher to have it posted! Teacher Stamp Here

This Log Belongs To:

Date Completed:

Grade:

School:

Adapted from Canadian Active 
Living Challenge; PE-4-ME 

Division:

Colour one section
of your action sneaker!

Colour a section!
Six more to go!

Colour another section!

Just two more sections to go! 

Colour a section!
You're doing great!

You  did it! Get your
Sneaker Log Stamped!

Great Work! Keep
moving and colouring!

You're halfway there!
Keep it going!

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

15

15

15

15

15

15

15

15

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30
min done!

60
min done!

90
min done!

120
min done!

150
min done!

180
min done!

210
min done!

240
min done!

Sneaker Log
Action Minutes! 

Hand in your completed 

Action Sneaker to your

teacher to have it posted! Teacher Stamp Here

This Log Belongs To:

Date Completed:

Grade:

School:

Adapted from Canadian Active 
Living Challenge; PE-4-ME 

Division:

Colour one section
of your action sneaker!

Colour a section!
Six more to go!

Colour another section!

Just two more sections to go! 

Colour a section!
You're doing great!

You  did it! Get your
Sneaker Log Stamped!

Great Work! Keep
moving and colouring!

You're halfway there!
Keep it going!

�
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Name:

Grade:

Division:

Name:

Grade:

Division:

�



Notes
_______________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________


